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Introduction 

In 1985 less than 5% of Bangladesh's children were fully Immunized against the six EPI 
diseases. Ten years later over 75% of children were fully covered. By 1996 coverage rates 
had declined to 54°~. 

Th1s paper forms part of the Bangladesh country study ('Immunization 1n Bangladesh: Studying 
Sustainability Through Social Science Approa::hes') of the international Social Sclence and 
Immunization (SSI) Project. Conducted by BRAC in association with ICDOR,B, the project's objective 
is 'to identify mechanisms to a::celerate the CO\€rage and sustainabitity of immunization programs by 
improving understanding of the socio-<:u~ural aspects·. 

Mu::1 has been written aboUl immunization programs. This titerature re'w1ew focuses pnmarily on 
a.'"D:les and studies conducted 1n Bangladesr. tvbst artices reviewed are from the period after 
immumzation efforts were intensified in 1986, a.'though some papers written pnor to the a:hievernent 
of tne 'near miracle' were also examined to see to what extent change had occurrec These earty 
pa;:ers give us an idea of what the initial :::>rnblems were - when immumzation was nett"ler a 
government nor a donor priority. They also provide a (dotted) baseline With whiCh we C31 compare 
current a::hievements, as well as a reminder of what could happen if immunization efforts re::::ede 

The review is in four main sections. The fi~ examines the demand-side fa::tors. Tnese 1~!ude 
ciiems· perceptions of disease, treatments and prevention, their opinion oi se!V1Ce prwders and 
seM:::e quaity, and the different barriers to 1mmumzation. Section two kx>ks at the 1mporialee oi ihe 
commitment to Expanded Program of lmmumzanon (EPI) from the government, donors an: NGOs II 
al~ provides a brief history of EPI in Bangladesh since a separate, more m-deptt: history oi 
va::::::::mation in Bengal is currently underway. Se:tion three assesses the supply-Stde 1ssues ~alec 
v.;tr. EPI. including coverage rates a::hieved, the role of the private medical and non-medica! sector. 
prooems of poor service delivery, and dropouts and missed opportunities. Tne fourth secbcn Oaks at 
the financial sustain ability of EPI in Bangladesh, given donor funds (1'9 not going to i:::e availabi: 
indefinitely. Also examined is the cost effectiveness of different deivery strategies (from fixed fa::ii1y. 
OI.Jtr'ea::h c6nics and national campaigns) and the advantages and disadvantages of ea::h 

The review does not attempt to CO'Jer everyttung witten on immunization a1d EPI in B£1"1giadesh. It 
does not 1ntend to address al the issues (health, economic, social, poitical) which affect and 
determine pubic health. It does hO'Ne'oe' attempt to drcr.v out what is aleady known about 
immunization and the problems EPI is facing/I'Tllght fa:e in Balgladesh. Many of the ~ reviewed 
rea:::h similar conclusions: that it is a la::k of CfNareness about the need a-~d importcn:e of 
immunization which is responsible for bw dema-~d, and that kinks in the deivefy system resutt in 
missed opportunities and dropouts. Sustaining commitment to the program from poiticians, policy 
mcit.ers and health staff has proved (and continues to be) problematic and it is this obstd. probably 
more thcr1 any other, which needs to be overcome in order to guarantee the future success of EPI in 
Bcngladesh. 

The SSI study hopes to present policy makers wrth !Mdence showing the strengths a-~d wea<nesses 
of the current program in Bangladesh. By doing so rt provides them wrth the opportunity to <lea wrth 
those foctors responsible for the problems. 
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Section 1 - Sustlinability in the Community 

1.i. ·Terminologies 
One of the many reasons wtly community demand for immuniZation services is so cifficult to 
stimulate is the lad< of understanding between those wtlo supply vacdnations and those who 
ac:::ept Of demand them. This 1s compounded by confusion over local temindogies and names for 
the dseases which 1mmunizat1on programs seek to eradicate and c:ontrd. Each of the six EPI 
ciseases1 have dfferent names and temlnoiogies wh1ch are used v.1dely in Bangladesh 

Blanchet ( 1989) made an interesting study of urban attitudes to ill111unization in Dhaka. She 
noted terminologies differ bet\wen religious and sodoeronomic groups, and belief 1n Sitala (the 
goOOC!ss of epden'vcs), ghosts. spm1s and the evil eye IS strong among both Hmdu and Muslim 
comnumbes Poverty and low lev81s of educ:abon. espedally among 'M)(l'len, c:ontnbute to the 
fatalisllc nature of these belieis. Fatalism, or the belief ciseases are caused and cured by God's 
Will alone and not by any human intervention. accounts for why demand lex immunization among 
cenam c:omnunities IS difficu~ tc stimulate. 

BRAC conducted a Similar stuoy (BRAC, 1988) prior to Blanchet's wh1ch iooked at perceptions of 
1mmunizable dseases m c:omnunities oi rural Bangladesh. It found terms, beliefs of causation, 
and treatments for disease vary between areas and c:ommuntties. An interesting point to note is 
that people distinguish bef\M:len vacanes on the baSJs of the acmnistration of the vacanation: 

• ... if the serum is administered using a needle and a syringe, it is known as 1njection , and a 
common belief in the villages JS that children are too deUcate to be given 'injection'. 'T!ka' 
ac:::ording to the villagers is given to the children and is administered by making a split on the flesh 
or causing a slight wound on the tJesh using instruments with pointed edges2 ... The vi/Jagers also 
mentk>ned that these days the vaccinators do not bring 'T!ka' with them ... • (BRAC, 1988). 

This belief that children may be too weak to receive injections '1.111 uncbub1ecty affect demand. 
Nichter (1990) also noted a fear abou1 people being 'too weak or too ill to o.Mthstand the shod< of 
vaconation', 'HaS a reason for non-acceptance. 

The BRAC (1988) study also found that knO'Medge of \Aitlat immuntzations can and cannot do 
vary, wth few peopje able to state precisely which ciseases were vaccine-preventable, when 
vacdnations should occur, and who should receive them It c:onduded that kno'Medge about 
immunization reqUires enhandng, and misconceptions need to be deared up. It also acMsed, well 
befOfe the intensification of EPI in the earty 1990s, that an irrmunization ~ogram 'cannot be fuUy 
effective in the long term if the target population does not understand the purpose and way n 
operates· (BRAC, 1988). 

1The AX diaease t~ by the~ Prog-am of lrrmrization (EPI) n Measlet, Pertunts, Dipliheria, Tet.aru, 
TlbercUoais (TB) rd Poiomyeiis. 
1'fl'-. col.dd be in reference Ia the pradJce of vanolation. Variolation hat a loog history n Bengal, ;ni an irUrettilg study 
of h history and the tillery of tradiionai medicines n the ..-ea is by BaJa (1991), 'lmperiaism and Medicine n Bengal- A 
Soaclog!cal PerspectNe'. See also Greenough (1980), Vanolaion and Vaccination n Soljh Asia, c.17~ 1665: A 
PreCnrlcr'y Note', Socl3 SCience and Mediclno 140: 345-3-t i . 
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In Bangladesh the six EPI ciseases have local names, some of which \Mil be mentioned here. The 
mam sources where details about the different names can be found are Blanchet (1989) and 
BRAC (1988). Other stucies also mention spedfic names for diseases, and these -MU be darified 
when necessary. Tetanus is .,._.dely recognized and kno'Ml to be fatal~ not treated ii'Tl'Tledately. It 
is commonly referred to as 'Dhonoshtonkor' and 'Chora Chum/'. The second name translates to 
'the evil spirit who steals babies amy from their mothers'. and reflects the fatalism endenlc among 
certain groups. Another name used is 'Kicfluni', 'Nhich applies specffically to ne\Woms wno die in 
the first two weeks after birth. Rahman et al. (1982b) note that tetanus is also referred to as 'AJga' 
and 'Takuria '. which are names for evil spirits believed to be the cause. 

Measles is commonly known as 'Ham·. Othef names indude 'Luntf', 'Bhapi', 'Bhapra ·, 'Kesnra ·. 
'Phera ·. 'Rokkha' and 'Mashi-Pishi'. a~hough scme of these refer to dseases which are not 
Measles. but which produce Measles-like S'fi'T'Ptoms (Blanchet, 1989). 

Tuberculosis (TB) is known as 'Jokkha', although it is also called 'Raj Rog' (a reference to the type 
of food required for treatment. where one is said to need the food normally fed to a king - rich and 
nutritious) and 'Khoi-Kash' {after the msting cough which afflicts sufferers). Acceptance of it 
being fatal is evident from the corMlon phrase 'Jar hoi Jokkha, tar nei rokkha ' (there is no saving 
these W'ho are attacked by 'Jokl<ha'). 

Poliomyelitis is referred to as 'Lula Batash' or 'Langra Lula ', -Mth the belief that 'bad air' causes the 
cisease. It is believed the ''1.111 of God' is the main deteminant as to whether or not a particular 
pe-son '1.111 be struck down (BRAC. 1988). 

Whooping Cough (Pertussis) is commonty termed 'Meyadi Kash' or 'Hukum Kash '. It is 
cistinguished from a regular cough by the fact it persists for a much longer duration and requires 
spedal treatment. People tend not to know much about the specifics of the <isease. 

Diphtheria has no spedfic name in Bengali. but is referred to by its syrll)toms: 'Galaphash' (sip
knot round the ned<) and 'Galahar (necklace). The causes are not wdely known, and as a result 
there is very little understancing as to how a vaccine rright 'M:ll1< against it. It is recognized as 
being fatal, and Fakirs, Kabiraj3 and doctors are consulted after home 'reme<ies' fail (BRAC, 1988; 

Blanchet. 1989; Wa1ch Repat nurri:>ef21 , Decerri:>er 1995). 

1.ii - Mothers' Perceptions. Beliefs and Knowtedge of Immunization 
M:rthers' perceptions of cisease, its causes and treatment, and the nature of irrmunization are 
irfl>ortant to consider and a nurrber of stucies have been conducted specifically on Bangladesh. 
~ are urban-based, looking at the reasons for low CO\Ierage in slum areas but sane exarrine 
roore general, country-wde perspectives. Beliefs are culturally conationed values a ideas which 
reflect the particular 'wor1d vif!W of an incividuaJ. Perceptions depend on the vantage point 
(geographic or socioecon011'1c) of an indvidual or corrrnunity and expandng those perceptions 

al<abr.lj are practtionera of traditional heafrlg and A~ mecble. Fakn are ~ ascetics who prWde spitu3 
'cu-es' using incartatioM, prayers and charms. SGe A&ttaf, Chow<tuy and stree&nd (1982), 'Healh, Diseasts 3nd 
Heath-Care in Rtral B~gladosh', Socia Scienco and Medicine. 16:2041-2054 fot a mare detailed tiscuuion on the role, 
UM and importanca of Fakirs, Kabi-aj and lnquaiified alopattic doctors i1 Bangladesh. 
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requires a change of vantage pomt. Kno'Medge is accumulated as a result of education and 
infcxmation. ThiS astmction IS important since health education to unpart kno-Medge and raise 
amreness may be one of the best ways to indues changes in cultural beliefs and practices. 
Health education attempts to inOuence people to do something they are not doing now, or to make 
them stop or change what they are doing (Akin, 1985). In effect it helps raise the vantage point of 
a soaety. Educated mothers are more likely to seek preventive care for themselves and their 
children, rather than relying on curative services. Education can be provided regardless of the 
literacy level of the parents, and evidence of this is in the way mothers 'Nho were taught about 
ORS by BRAC health workers are able to remember how to make solutions (Chomhury and 
Gash. 1996). Pragmatic people 'Mil be able to use experience instead of formal education as a 
device for encouraging the adoption of new practices (Akin, 1985). 

Last on ei al. ( 1993) made an mteresting study of immuniZation beliefs and coverage in Dhaka's 
urban slums. It exammes a number of subjects induding mothers' perceptions of Measles, Polio, 
and Tetanus: mys to recogniZe, treat and prevent infection: and their knO'Medge of doses and 
sources of immunization. It condudes the main reason for non-irrmunization is a lad< of 
knmo\1edge. Low levels of maternal education contribute to the low utilization of immunization 
services as does low socioeconomic status and distance from health facility. 

Blanchet (1 989) also lool<ed at urban slums in Dhaka, although her study is more COf'I1Jrehensive. 
II deals 'Mth mothers' perceptions of all six EPI diseases (Laston et aJ. only covered Measles, 
Tetanus and Pdio) and looks at how mothers' education, occupation, re!igion, marital status and 
length of residence in an urban area affect the uptake of irrmunization. The perceived causes and 
cifferent methods oi treatment of disease are noted. Medical. Institutional, Cognitive and 
Slructural Pluraiisrrt are all dscussed to explain 'Nhy mothers choose certain treatments for their 
children. ~hers are shO'M'l to dassify illness into three categories: those neecing a doctor. 
those needing a Fakir or Kabiraj, and those 'Nhich can be treated at horne. Tetanus is the mostly 
'Mdely known E?l cisease. Causation is usually attributed to sp~rtt possession, and "it is only 
recently that doctors' remedes (or vaccination) are beginning to be seen as potentially capable of 
COO'bating the dsease· (Blanchet, 1989). Measles is believed to be caused by Sitala5, the 
goddess of epiderlics, and treatment involves well known and elaborate prescriptions. It is not an 
illness for wtl ich doctors or Fakirs are sought . ..Wh treatment occurring at home. Interestingly ~ is 
believed Measles has certain benefits for chilcten, and Measles-related c::orllJiications (diarrhoea, 
malnutrttion and pneumonia) are due to other causes (Blanchet, 1989; Aaby, 1995: Desgrees du 
Lou and Pison. 1994). 

No de:ar definitions for Diphtheria, Pertussis or Polio were found since 'syfll)toms are not easily 
identified and perceived causes are obscure and mystenOtJs' (Blanchet, 1989). Tuberculosis (TB) 
is believed to be mainly a cisease for adults and symptoms are not often recognized in chilcten. 

'MeQcal Pitniism illtle liilization af a ra-~ge af differer1 \yp85 af healers :m sa-\'ices (tradiional and alopathic) either 
concurertly or c:onsea1Nely to meet health needs. Every ~ syatem, at a resul af perceived 
ilefficiencie&fnadeqracies, can breed <iscontent makilg people seek alemate therapies <n1sosces af cateiCIXe. 
SS(ala hat tradaionaty OOen the goddeu af Smal Pox n South Asia. tt is Blanchet (1989) who r!Jfers to her as tho 
'godde&e of epiderrics' mc4 people stil refer to her when tal<ing about Olibrll3k.l af Measlet and other Pox-like 
ciseaset . 
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Treatment is first sought from Fakirs and later from doctors when the patient has reached a more 
severe stage of the disease. 

The Blanchet study makes a nunt>er of interesting points about perceptions of vaconation. Men 
tend to worry more about fever as a side-effect after vaccination. and sometimes 'felt vacdnation 
was unduly interfering -Mth Allah's design, and therefore considered the intervention unlslamic' 
(Blanchet. 1989). She notes objections on religious grounds tended to be voiced from 'better 
educated and. we may assume. economically more secure group'. and rarely from the bustee 
dwellers. rid<shaw pullers and small peddler-sO Women in the study area. most of whom were 
illnerate. had 'little comprehension that each of the vaccines has a separate action'. and believed 
since all injections were similar in nature. they ~MJuld reinforce each other. There was no 
unde"S'.andlng of the need to corrpete a course of injections to be fully ii'TVTlumzed. 

BRAC's 1988 study looks at percepbons m tw.) dlstncts of rural Bangladesh. Each of the ~?I 

ciseases is discussed, -Mth the vanous local names, syrll)torns and treatments The study founc 
knO'Medge of the causes of cisease was poor, except perhaps for Tetanus and is panicularty 
useful smce it catalogues the different types of treatment used by people and Fakirs to deal ~th 
the SIX diseases. Treatments maude the restnction or provision of certain types of food, the use of 
herbs, oils and leaf extracts. the ..waring of necl<laces and amulets for protection agamst evil 
spirits, drinking of sanctified water, uttering of dlarms and incantations. and use of homeopathic 
and allopathic remedies. With regard to imnumzation. the study found people believed they 
prevented disease, 'Mth some believing they had curative powers. Ninety-five percent of 
respondents (from a safTl>le size of 201) sa1d 1rrmuniZations had 'no serious aaverse effects . but 
there were nominal side effects sudl as fever, swelling at the site of inJection and pain. The s;uay 
concluded awareness of immunization is still too low. and needs to be enhanced. 

A study by Worldview International Foundation (WIF, 1988) looks at perceptions of dsease and 
irrmunization. It 1s very CCl~Tft)rehensive and lod<s at the knO'Medge and perceptions not only of 
mothers, but also husbands, in-laws, doctors in-charge of EPI, health assistants (HAs). tradtional 
birth attendants (TBAs). Imams. school teachers and rural medical practitioners ('Gram Oal<tars'). 
In an effort to avoid duplication. WIF avoided studying 'BRAC operational areas' where similar 
studes were being conducted. It had a special interest in evaluating the coomumcation initJatJves 
used to promote immunization. Findngs are presented in summary form. and are useful for 
gaining a basic understancing of the main issues associated 'Mth irrrnunization in Bangladesh. 

It 1s suggested the attitudes of rural people to dsease. its causes and treatment are domnated tty 
tracttional beliefs. 'although the efficacy of rrodem medane is also accepted by roost' (WIF. 
1988). Mothers and secondary respondents who opposed irrrnuniZation did so because they 
associated it 'Mth family planning measures and adverse sic»effects7. KnO'Medge of 
irrmunization was found to be poor, although a majority of mothers fel1 irrmunizations were a 

e<ff ~ ailmeri is considered to be predomi a ily of a spiriual nahre, biomecical trOibnari • wflelher by ~ rx 
tradb:Jnal herba6st • wil be secondary' (Heggeriloooen ..-.d Shore, 1988). 
7Faye..Sckater (1995) discuases the problems of ~ astociatilg iTmrization progams wih farriy pmq 
pr19ams. l~ec:ted cortrac:optives have been known to C3Uie miscarriages and have neg.atNe 51de-effects. Women are 
therefrxe wary of injectiont ~when they are preglar'i. Frx stuchs en B<Jr9a~sh see UBINIG (1991), 'Ciertl are 
refuled removal in NORPLANT trial in Bangladesh', lstueS Reproct. Gen. Ena. 4(45) 1991. 
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protective measure. Most people sard HWs were the main sources of infoonation, but 'substantial 
nurrt>ers of people' had been given negative information about immunization. -Mlich contributed to 
high drop-out rates. Some health 'Wrkers interviewed reported supplies of EPI matefials 'other 
than vaccine· to be inadequate. Shortages of needles and syringes may lead to re-use of 
cisposable syringes (a practice in some government hospitals- Daily Star 10/6197) by vaccinators, 
so causing concern about other health problems (e.g. potential spread of Hepatitis B. and AIDS). 

Another study surveys the knD'Medge, attitude and practices (KAP) of fathers 'Mth regard to 
immunization. EPI (1992) notes fathers' knov.Aedge of their child's irrmunization status was 
extremely low. and messages they receiVed were often confusing (i.e. correct age of immunization 
for dlilcten etc.). The study found fathers felt responsible for getting medical care for their 
chrlaen, but many believed :ooi<rng after the dlrld was "woman's worl<'. Ill health was sometimes 
attributed to the '1.111 of God, although there was a strong belief in Ayurvecic cures and medicines. 
Ta!Ong children fcr irrmumzation was considered the v.ffe's responsibility, although fathers did 
ciSCJss rrrrnumzation and 'instructed' them to take the chilci'en. The study conduded ..Wh the 
followmg recornnendation: 'Alroost all fathers cid not perceive ciffiCUity in ensuring their children 
are vacanated The one respondent who dd perceive dfficutty mentioned time constraints. 
Messages directed at fathers should therefore emphasize the benefits of irrrnunization to the 
father rn tenns of bme and money saved for curative treatment' (EPI. 1992). 

Khanom and SaJahuddn (1 983) although dated discusses the irrpact of an education program on 
the immumzation behaviOur of parents. They found knowedge of immunization was initially very 
low out 'il'llXOVed further v.rth education'. The fact this study was conducted in 1983, prior to the 
mass social mobilization and awareness ratsing caf'Tl)aigns of the late 1980s. raises questions as 
to the extent to which public knowedge has il'llJf'OVed especially since more recent studies 
conunue to find knO'Medge levets IO'N (Watch Report, 1995 number 21: Peery et al., 1997). The 
education of women has been shO'Ml to have positive multiplier effects. not just for irrvnunization, 
but on all aspects of development (Streatfield et aJ., 1990; Khancm and Salahuddn, 1983; 
Raman-Kutty. 1989). The use of education programs to irtlX'ove knC'Medge of immunization and 
health care for both sexes is aucial for both sustainability and increasing coverage. Wrth 
provisions for greater education and infonnation being made by NGOs like CARE. BASICS and 
BRAC country-wde rt is hoped knov.iedge not just of irrrnunization but also of other health issues 
'1.111 ifrl>rove. Wrthout ~ corrrnunity demand \WI continue to be low (Watch Report, 1995 number 
21). 

1.111 ·Attitudes of Clients To Service Providers and Quality 
In situations where stimulating <Bnand is cifficult to achieve. rt is irrpcrtant to do everything to 
maintain it. This section '1.111 ciscuss the attitudes of dients to heanh wOO<ers and vaccinators. and 
then look at sane suggestions to irf1Xove staff-dient relafions. 

Almost every artide 'Mitten on immunization in Bangladesh mentions the vital role Health Wor1<ers 
(HWs), both government and NGO, play in inforning, motivating, registering and convindng 
mothers to attend rrrrnuniza1ion sessions. The country has a tradtion of using HWs, TracJtional 
Birth Attendants (TBAs). and Farrily Welfare Assistants (FWAs) for the delivery of health and 
famty plannrng servrces, Mother and Child health care (MCH} and immuniZations (Talukdar et al., 
1991}. BRAG HWs visit the houses of mothers telling them about EPI, and how their chilaen can 
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be protected by irrmunizations. They also tell them about other interventions, like ORT and family 
· planning (BRAG, 1989). · 

However. a nulli>er of problems in the prov1der-dient relationship have been found.. UBINIG 
(1989} conducted a study on illness behaviour in six villages in Bangladesh, and assessed dient 
perceptions of the treatment they received at health centres. There was a high level of 
dissatisfaction \Wh the way doctors treated patients. the selling of free medidnes and the 
irregularity of opening hours. The study points out an important fact that perceptions abou1 health 
care fadlities and providers are built on a set of simple factors: the regulartty of openmg hours. 
the availability of staff. staff attitude and behaviour and the availability of ctugs. These 'simple 
factors' are applicable to EPI in Bangladesh, and there have been studes which show that 
problems 'Mth staff attitude, availability, timmg of irrmunization sessions and vaccine availability 
have all contributed to towering attendance. 

Blanctlet (1989) mentions dass differences betwaen doctors and dienti-. Mothers we:e spoker. 
dO'NTl to or shouted at by doctors. wh1ch humliated and mtimdated thenf The result of th1s was 
mothers did not retum to complete the course of injections for the ctlitd, nor d1d they bnng their 
other children. The doctors in this case had failed to understand the 1mponance of establishing a 
trust and rapport 'Mth dients. 

Wolffers (1986}, dscussing Primary Health Care (PHC) and problems 'Mth its Implementation 1n 
Bangladesh. points out a major problem for vacdnation programs is motivabng people. He :::launs 
'they fear the injections are a secret way of contraception', and there are instances wnere this has 
occurred1o. HWs and FP 'M:Xi<ers wor1<ing under pressure to meet quotas have been kn0Vr'11 to 
coerce people into being steriiized. msinfoming them abou1 the type of InJection they are 
recavmg. This has led in some areas to HWs being vi~ as 'agents of sooal control' (Nicnter, 
1990), and immunization is resisted as a protest against the State. Non-acceptance Nichter 
condudes. is driven by a suspidon that immunization is linked to farrity plannmg, by a tad< of trust 
in the skills (and sometimes intentions) of the vacdnator. and by a fear that certain p8q)le are too 
\WaJ< 1o v.1thstand the shod< of vacdnation'. 

Streefland (1995) mentions staff 'talking down' to dients, and shov.1ng a lad< of respec:. Staff 
attitude may be affected by the socioeconorric status of the dient. and Zeitlyn et at. (1992) make 

•Dodoes and patiefts W1w J..healh n <ifferert ways. ill« perspectives are based on very cifferent premises, employ a 
cifferert 6'f&tem of proof, and assess the e1ficacy of lraatmert differently. Each has stref'9hs and weaknesses, and the 
prllben is how to enare effectM! ~ between them n the cinical encouier between doctor and p;Urt 
(Heinan, 1994). 
9ftlt observer at an inm.Jnization seuion n rual Bangladesh noted il took the vaccmtor ~ed cttempt.s t.o correctly 
adrilster the BCG vaccile. The vacmior on two occasions pushed the neede too f3', pc.n::b.rilg the sk.n and caused 
the c:tild graat pail (3ld terrified those chicren waitilg thW tlnl, no detilt!). Ndher the mother nor the c:tild were 
offered any re~ or sympathy by the vaccilator, who barited at the mother to hold the chid still. Other mothers 
watching the ses&ion were clearly nervoo1 inci.Jdilg the obterwr, who waen't awn going to be imulized. 
1<~"New vaceilet which ir1tlii pregnancy and promise a ci'amatic inpact on poptjation !Jowth wi raiN strong ~ 
for the complisory Wrm..nization of women. Lower -'eve~ healh care worlters n govenvneri MMCe eve at paticUa- risk 
from ethical dilemmas of INs tort because wtWe profeslional normt enjoil them to obtain the ciert's ccnseri, 
lueaucratic prettll'es oblige them to meet mandated quotas• from Social Science and lrrm.riz.ation. Proposa! for a 
~ Resea-ch Project in Asia, wope and America, 1993. 
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this point. Heggenhougen (1 995) believes patient satisfaction 'Mth the quality of health services, 
the~r perception of staff attitude toward them, and time spent waiting determnes v.flether they use 
immunization servicss. 

The behaviour of health personnel 'Mil not be the same across the counuy and an inavidual's 
training, education. and outlook \\111 affect their treatment of dients. This does not excuse the 
talking down to or mistreating of dients, and one possible solution may be to provide better 
trairung on mterpersonal skills. EPI ( 1993) found wcrters frustrated v.ith the training module on 
interpersonal comnunication and daimed it was difficult to use and understand. It suggested 
NGOs, 'Mth expenencs in dealing 'Mth people in a less foonal manner, be used to irrq:xove the 
interpersonal skills of vacdnators, doctors and government v.ai<ers. 

Some studies have found dients satisfied 'Nith the servics and attitude of health staff. The 
respondents in the WIF (1988) study found HW behaviour satisfactory, and ·no complaints were 
voiced' Perry et al. (1996a) assessed the qualrty of MCH-FP services by field 'Mrters (FWs), and 
observed that they greeted dients respectfully, and 'responded adequately to tile dients' 
questions' However 'less than half (49%) of respondents felt FW visits -...ere useful or helpful' 
( 44% sa1d they were not helpful) wnereas 95% of FWs felt the~r superv1sory visits were helpful. 

Hug han et al. ( 1991) in a study of the Urban Volunteer Program (UVP) showed the provision of 
information on Immunization ana other health interventions is more effective if the parties involved 
share similar characteristics. This would help avoid the problem of dass cifferences between 
vacanator and dient mentioned by Blanchet (1989). Bhuiya et al. (1995) found HWs were 
important factors in increasing trrmunization ac::;eptance among women 'Mth little or no education. 
They helped with the 'demystification' of vaccination, 'fadtitating conceptual accommodation by 
helptng local people locate the n&W in relation to the known' (Nichter, 1990). 

When discussing the conduct and behaviour of health providers one must remember there are 
many dfferent levels m the hierarchy of the hea~h system. Distinctions should be made between 
doctors, vaccinators. HWs (government and NGO), supervisors, F'WV, TBAs etc. This is important 
because community-level 'MJO<ers 'NOli< hard to build a rapport and trust v.1th the people and it is 
their efforts 'Which are largely responsible for people attencing immunization sessions. Doctors 
and vacanators, whose aim is to irrmunize as many dients as possible, may in their haste mistreat 
people, show cisrespect or cause offense. They need to be made aware of the effort whicn has 
gone into getting the people to the dinic, and of the importance and implications of their actions. 
A mcment of rude behaviour by a vaccinator may undo weeks of effort by a HW. 

Mor1ey ( 1996) recoornends a nui'J"ber of steps to if'T'4)!'ove staff-client relations. A friendly welcome 
or greeting from staff, using appr~ate body language (srriling, for exa~e) 'Mil put mothers at 
ease. Comnunication between staff and diem is important, and explanations should be provided 
in terms easily understood. The provision of comfortable seating is aJso irnpcrlant, if mothers have 
to wai1 for a long time. Pr~t attention by staff 'Mil encourage mothers to participate in other 
activities being held (group discussions, education sessions etc.). These simple measures 
improve the qualrty of service and help build diem satisfaction and 'consumer loyalty' making 
future attendance rTlO(e likely. If HWs and vacanators treat parents as partners, helping them to 
identify problems and selecting appropriate treatments for their children. then they '1.111 be more 
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v.\lhng to return. None of the recommendations involve substantial costs. and can be implemented 
'Mth a lrttle effort from staff. 

1.iv ·Barriers To Immunization 
Coverage rates for fully immunized children aged between 12-23 months reached as high as 84% 
10 1994 (EPI, 1995a). By 1995 this figure had ctopped to 76%. Rgures for 19961711 are as yet 
unpublished bu1 one hopes they \\111 show an increase. The barriers dients face when trying to 
get irrrnunized are inwortant since they are the reason why dropout rates are high and coverage 
is falling. 

The reasons why dients choose to immunize their children \\111 depend on the individual. These 
reasons have been the focus of much study in Bangladesh due to a history of low utilization of 
heanh services. Heggenhougen and Clements ( 1987) • in a paper not spedfically on Bangladesh 
- oscuss the factors affecting acceptability of immunizations. dividing them into supply side and 
oemand side facmrs. The supply side factors in dude the character of the heanh and immunization 
servtces bemg provtded (quality of service. cissemination of information, vacdne potency, 
a:::::::essibility anc availability of immunization sessions etc.). Demand side factors are more varied, 
and tndude soaoeconomic, demographic, cunural. geographical and raigious characteristics of 
the target population. 

~ Siudies on Bangladesh condude that it is a lad< of kne>'Medge and information on 
mnuruzatJOn (iocatJon, time. necessity, Side-effects) which ts the primary reason for non
ac:::eptance anc low coverage. Khanom and Salahudcin (1983), prior to the committed 
trrplementation of EPI in Bangladesh, found the main reasons fcx- non-acceptance induded 
tgnOfance abou1 immunization. non-availability of vaccinators and vaccines, poor communication 
systems. fear oi side-effects. and a lad< of confidence in the skills of the vaccinator. Rahman et al. 
( 1982) <ivided the reasons for non-acceptance of n vaccine into program and dient-related. The 
main program-related factcx- was the failure of HWs to inform mothers about immunization 
(corrrnunication breakdown). Client-related factors induded objections to immunization from 
husbands and roothers-in-law, fears the injection v.uuld hurt the foetus, a 'cislike' of illTTlunization, 
and a lad< of awareness of the need for irrrnunization. 

WIF (1988) exarrined reasons for dropouts from EPI. Mothers interviewed daimed fears of side
effeds12 foiiO"Mng vaccinations, rumours of secret farrily planning schemes. familial objections 
(husbands and mothe~n-law), preoccupation v.1th 'Mrt, dstance from EPI site and 'Neal< 
rrotivational wert by HWs made them reluctant to receive irTmunizations. Of those mothers who 
dd visit EPI sites, the absence of vacdnatcx-s, vaccines, and female wor1<ers resulted in a failure to 
recave irrmunization- 'nissed opportunities'. Blanchet (1989) also noted the absence of female 
HWs at EPI sites <iscouraged women from attencing. 

BRAC (1989) found dients were unaware of the need to c:orll>lete a course of injections and of 
the srteltime of sessions. A fear of sid&-effeds was also noted, espeaally since dierrts had not 

11PreWninary ~es from a NIPORT fUVf1Y indicate that cowrage for c:hilrten aged 12-23 morihs may have falen to as 
low aa 54%. The report is due to be pubilhed in Septerri)er 1997. 
~~ ~ed• reported attar vaccination inckJde f011er, nftammation and pail arOIIId the site af the f-4cction, 
~ary par~. ctysedety, man.trual P,oblome and 'IOfl'IUig. 
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"' As field workers distribute pills inside the home nobody can notice it, one can 

maintain privacy (}vfohiiara bari bari aysha bori dyajai, !ceo delete pay na, 

gopon thakrl). 

"' The pill is easily available and one can stop using it at any time (Bori shohoje 

pawa jai, ar jokhon tokhon bandho kora jai). 

* The pill definitely is the best method otherwise the govennnent would not have 

distributed it house to house (Borl shob cheye vaio babostha, nai/e sharkar bari 

bari dya beraito na). 

"' The pill causes less side effects in comparison to other methods (Anno baboschar 

cheye borite shamoshya kom). 

However, some men were not in favour of the pill, because they thought that the 

pill causes many physical problems like vomiting, giddiness, we:lkness, ~c. Some 

complained that women frequently forget to uke the pill. 

An interesting point was revealed from the discussion that most men believed 

women nec:d to tlke good food like milk, egg, etc. while taking th~: pill. They thought the 

physical problerru that the women :suffer after taking the pill are becawe their hU3bands 

can not provide them with nutritious foods. 

A few respondentS spoke in favour of injection :md IUD. The perceived advantage 

of these methods were its long time protection. Most Garo ethnic men preferred herbal 

methods. They said some of their women tried modem methods but faced many physical 

problems. Moreover, their women have used herbal methods for several ye:n-s. Some of 

the Garo men mentioned about the rhythm method, which they ha-...-e le:uned from World 

Vision, an NGO working among them. 

What are the pen:eived c:1us~ regarding low male contraceptive use"? 

All men agreed that male contr:lceptive use is low in their area in comparison to female 

contraceptive. Different re:1:>ons were believed to be n:sponsible for low use of male 

contr:lceptives. The major are as follows: 
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Lack of information 

The majority of the men said that they did have much information about male methods 

(Purusher podhyoti shomporkey valomoto jani na). It is interesting to note that there were 

quite a number of men who could not mention the name of 3 single male method. 

Surprisingly there were men who had mentioned the name of condom but having never 

seen it. They thought it to be a female method, which women take like a pill (S~unchi 

mohilara condom khaey). Men complained that female family planning workers talk only 

with women, they have no one in particular to discuss about family planning. 

It is women's responsibility 

Some men believed that family planning was women's responsibility. One of the 

respondent said, 

"It is women who become pregnant, so she should take the measure to prevent it" 

(1\lfeye manus her pete bachcha as hey, tai meyerai bacha bondho korar bubostha 

nebe) 

Some respondents said that family planning was 3 matter of shame and that's why 

men do not want to get involved in it (Parihar parikalpana lojjar bishoy puro4Slzera 

eishober vitor thaktey chai na). So the responsibility goes to the women. Some other men 

believed that family planning was a matter of priv:lcy. So if a man use contraceptive 

methods every one ~ill notice it, while nobody knows whether a woman in the village 

using it or not. 

Yet some men said, since their >'<ives had willingly taken the responsibility, why 

should they take the burden (Boura jokhon nijerai babostha nichey tokhon amra ar nimu 

k.m(). 

iVale methods /D'e not appropriate 

Considerable number of men expressed their dis~tisfaction with the existing male 

methods. The most frequently mentioned complain about the condom was that it 

hampered sexum pleasure for the men ( - tripti pawa jai na). This view was expressed by 
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men who had once used condoms and had discontinued it, and also by men who had never 

used it but had heard this rumor from others. 

Some of the respondents said they tric:d condoms once or twice but it burst out, so 

they discontinued it. One respondent said, he once used a condom but it had caused an 

abscess in his wife's vagina. Another interesting belief was expressed by a local elite who 

said, 

"The condom is used by some poor illiterate man, I do not think any educated elite 

of our villilge use it." (Gorib murkho era condom babohar korey, kono shikhyito vodro lok 

amar money hoi na oita babohar korey). 

Regarding vasectomy some gener:tlized negative notions were found among men. 

"Having a vasectomy makes the: man physically week :md incapable of doing hard work", 

this was a wide spread belief :unong the men. One agricultur:ll laborer sUited th.at, land 

lords did not want to hire vasectomised laborers, since they would not be able to do hard 

work. (Operanon koreyle grihosco kam dicey chay na vabe ez beta .lc...rn kortey parbo na). 

Some of the respondents said men suffered from different diseases :lfter the 

operation. They said, they saw people die after having vasectomy. They had given 

e.x:unples where even :rl'ter .ln oper:uion of the husb:md the t\:ife bec:une pregnant. For 

these reasons men are generally not interested in vasc:ctomy. The experiences of condom 

users and vasectomy clients are discussed later in the case history chapter. 

A few respondents said that the reason behind low m:lle ~onrraceptive use was that 

the contr:tceptive choice for men was limited. They mentioned men had only 2 or 3 options 

while women had 7 or 8 methods to choose (mohilader jonno satlr atta podhoti achey, 

purusher podhoti matro duita ki tinta). 

A very few respondents mentioned about ajo/ (withdr:tw:U) method Those who 

menti.oaed it wet=e from a old« age groYp. :1.ccorW!lg to them ajt.:l was Rot flraGtieeci in the 

area then. 

Whut is the apai.tn ce oftnllilt! method usttTS? 

Contr:lccptives Acceptors Rate in Shcrpur at the time: of the .llta ..:ollection was 6-+%, of 

which the nule method acceptors were only 3.5°ll. \\iho are these exceptions? To explore 
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chargmg for EPI services may affect demand adversely. There are of course sections of the 
population more able to pay than others and ways should be developed to make them contribute. 
For the majority however. charging for services is likely to ad as a cisincentive to partidpate, 
although Perry et al. (1996a) found dients 'Nere being charged 5 to 20 Taka for immuniZation 
cards at certain dinic:s. This appears to be standard practice at a nurrt>er of NGO-run health 
centres. 

There are a nuni:>er of problems which arise when health programs seek to recover costs at the 
coornuntty level. Fee-for-drug systems may result in the over-presaiption and over-consumption 
of ctugs, while fee-for -diagnosis systems 'may encourage multiple prescription by health wor1<ers' 
(Hanson and McP3ke, 1993). More simple pricing systems like a flat-rate charged per visit may 
allow for some cress-subsidization between those needing expensive and inexpensive treatments. 
bl!l at the same time they may result in a fall in utilization by those who are less frequently ill. Pre
pa~ment systems :arry a lo'M3'!" incentive for over-prescription, but they may encourage over-use 
by those who are covered by the scheme -·moral hazard'- or the participation only of those who 
are more likely to require health services- 'adverse selection' (ibid.). 

BhUiya et al. ( 1997) review the experiences of a number of health programs which were designed 
to have CP as their central component. They note 'CP thus far in Bangladesh was involved in 
membership to local committees, but their role is limi1ed since the control of the program in tenns 
oi iesources, planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation was always held by the staff of 
the ifi91ementing agency, be it government or NGO'. Corrmunities are unlikely to contribute to a 
sefVice of low quality, or to one which has been imposed on them from above 'Mthout suffident 
explanation. PrOJrams which seek to involve the conmuntty should use existing networ1<s. 
developed by NGOs and other programs. rather than atteffl)ting to build new ones - unless of 
course there are proi:Jjerns 'Mth the existing ones. 

BRAC's researc.'l civision evaluated the extent of CP in a MCH setting in rural Bangladesh 
(Ch()'Mjhury et al., 1995) and found all of the usual problems assoda1ed ...Wh CP in health 
programs. The study ~"')ints out 'although increased representation of the poor and 'N0!11en was 
1nade, this dd not increase their real partidpation and say' and this is likely to be a problem wth 
most efforts which attempt to increase the levei of CP. but only as an afterthought. 

1.vii - Immunization Coverage: High and Low Coverage 
Immunization coverage in Bangladesh is not uniform. Differences exist v.1thin and between rural 
and urban areas. Jarril et al. ( 1996) found coverage rates (for fully irrmunized children between 
12-23 roonths) as high as 700k in some urban areas. and as low as 58% in rural areas. Urban 
areas have particular problems (pockets of very low coverage in poorer, slum areas), which need 
spedal attention since urban-spedfic strategies are rarely irTJ,J{emented. 

Bangladesh's urban population is currently around 26.3 rrillion. constituting between 21.5% and 
23% of the total population. It is growng 'rJy 6% each year. more than !'Mce the national rate. 
Oler half the urban population is categorized as 'poor'13, and a recent UNICEF report estimates 

·~World Bank dMdes povorty into two categories: 'poor' and 'hard-c«e poor'. The 'poor' are those who earn less 
!ha-l TK. 2600 per morth, for an average family s::=o of soc. The 'hard-coce poor' earn less than Tic 1724 per month. 
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that by the year 2000, there .,.,.;n be 16 million poor and 9 million hard-core poor 10 urban 
Bangladesh (UNICEF. 1993). 

Dhai\a alone has over 8 million people, 30% (2.5 mllion) of whom live in slums. Four mllion live 
below the poverty line. Slums are characterized by extreme poverty, overcro'Mlng (-Mth 
population densities betv.<een 300 to 600 people per acre}. There are few sanrtation Of sewage 
facilities and a dear lad< of dean or potable water Add to this endemic malnutrition (80% of the 
chilcten of the urban poor are said to be 'chronically malnourished'. 15% are 'severely 
malnounshed' [BASICS, 1996bj) which increases vulnerability to disease. as 'Nell as a lad< of 
a~ to basic hea~h care facilities and we have the perfect breeding ground for <isease. 
Transmssion (particularly of measles) is rapid due to the high population densities. Infant mortality 
in slum areas is 138 per 1000 live births - the naticnal figure is 91/1000 (BASICS, 1996b) - -Mth 
ove· half of infant deaths occurring from a select few preventable diseases - Tetanus. Measles, 

reSOtratcxy infections and diarrhoea. 

Most studies on problems for urban immuniZation focus plimarily on the capital city Dhaka, 
although urban KhuJna. Chittagong and Rajshahi have also been examined. The table below 
sh0'#3 the trend 1n coverage in Dhaka city since 1990. and Similar statistics are available for other 
urban areas. 

Table 1: Coverage Differentials In Dhaka 1990-1995 
Anti en I 1990 DCC" I 1993 DCC 1995 Zone 3-0CC 

I Slum All DCC I Slum I AU DCC Slum Non-slum 
BCG i3% 85% I 8SOk 9ZOk 82°k 95% 

OPT 3 OOOk 83% I 63% 81% 56% 82% 
Measles 55% 72% I SSO..f. 7Z0k 51% 70% 

Sourte: BASICS (1996b) 
'Ohm City Corporation 

Slum areas lag behind non-slum areas creating pockets of low coverage which make the task of 
eraacating and controlling disease more difficu~. In recen1 years coverage in the slum areas of 
Dhaka have been below the national average wh1ch is raising concern. This is also the case in 
other urban areas. and it is for this reason urban-spedfic poliaes and strategies need to be 
designed and i~emented. 

There are also significant regional dfferences in coverage. Chilcten in Khulna and Bansal 
civisions are rrore likely to be fully immunized than chilcten from the Dhaka or Chit1agong 
dvisions. A recen1 survey found 81% of chilcten in Khulna were fully irrrnunized, 73% in BarisaJ, 
65% m Rajshahi, 54% in Chittagong, and 490~ in Dhaka (Janil et al., 1996). 

Atl<Jnson and Ctleyne (1994) in a very interesting study of immunization in urban areas refer to a 
survey conducted in Dhaka in 1992. They found 'irTrnunization coverage in slum areas was much 
lower fcx all vaccines and was comparable 'Mth the lowest coverage rates in rural areas'. They 
suggest a nurrt>er of strategies which would be appropriate for urban areas and wam against the 
use of a single strategy for both urban and rural areas. 
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Why then are coverage rates so low for slums areas? The ~mary reason has to be the extreme 
poverty 1n which people live. These areas are of no political or econ0011c Importance to politidans 
or policy makers and so are neglected by urban planners. As a result of this neglect and their 
rather makeshift nature. slum communities lad< proper housing, sanitation and water fadlities. 
Atl<lnson and Cheyne (1994) discuss the main reasons for low imnunization among slum 
populations. They note the technical aspects of service delivery (cold chain maintenance. vacdne 
efficacy etc.) are similar for both urban and rural areas (although one would argue service delivery 
to rural areas 'M:>uld be more cfifficult, due to the size of area to be covered}. There are reasons 
for low immunization corrunon to both rural and urban areas, and they indude dients' fear of side
effects. contraindcations, staff reluctance to open new v1als for single dlildren and staff attitude 
toward dients. 

Urban-spedfic reasons for no~mmunization are related to the sodoeconomic and environmental 
conditions. Slum areas have h1gh levels of illiteracy among both men and women. Mothers are 
often unaware of the need, irflXlrlance and availability of irrrnunization14. Distance from EPI sites 
IS lf'll>Of1ant, since slum dwellers cannot afford either the lime or money to return repeatedly for 
irrrnumzation. Distance is important when the mobility15 of women is restricted, and this is true for 
both uroan and rural areas (BhUiya et al. , 1995). Retention of 1mmumzation cards tends to be 
poor. wh1ch makes monitoring the immunization status of c:1ilcten and mothers problematic (EPI, 
1995). An ifl"90rtant point made by Atkinson and Cheyne (1994) 1s that kno-Medge of 
inmumzahon does nm guarantee uptake. Mothers need to be motivated to attend irnmumzation 
sessons, and in aties like Dhaka this is done 'rJy FHW and Urban Volunteers (Hughart et al., 
1992). NGO ana government workers use house to house visits to motivate mothers, and all 
fonns of media indudng radio, TV, new.;papers, posters and leaftets are employed to promote 
EPI. One quesbons the efficacy of this given few slum CMellers can read. fewer have access to a 
radio and hardly any have a TV. Field Wor1<ers and word-of-mouth between relatives and friends 
continue to be the main sources of information in slum areas (BASICS, 1996b; Laston et al., 1993; 
EPI, 1995, Bhurya eta!., 1995). 

High ctopout rates contribute to low coverage and the problem is roost acute in slum areas. A 
recent study by ICDDR, B found rates of ctop out for BCG to tieasles were 41% for slum 
households and 25% for non-slum households. It noted 'slum/non-slum differences in child 
coverage encountered in earlier surveys in Dhaka are persisting and perhaps even 'Mdening' 
(Perry et al., 1997). The migratory status of many in slum residents contributes to the problem 
since it makes it cifficult for HWs to keep trad< of eligible dlilcten and mothers. As a result they 
..wl continue to be nissed, and 'Mil remain vulnerable to irrfedion. 

The cost of travelling to EPI sites, time spent waiting, the fear of side-effects and poor treatment 
by staff all contribute to ctopouts. In a study of NIDs held in Dhaka, Quaiyam et al. (1996) found 
the mam reasons aroong slum dwellers for non-partidpation in both NIDs were time constraints, a 
lad< of awareness of the need to take part in both days and lad< of access to EPI sites. 'Reasons 

••A lac;l( of knovwiedge was the main reason to; noo-f1YO!vemer1 n EPI end National lrrmnz.ation Days held in ~995 and 
1996. Sec Quaty\.rTl et a. ( 1996); (EPI,1995a); Bhulya ct al. (1995), Wii.dl Report Nllrber 21, DecombOf 1995. 
·~~ an rterf.1it.ng po1nl is made by Blanche! (1989) who fOtXld mothors n a sh..rn area at Dhaka were 'rciatrvely 
mobie', and able to 'tll()(j( . She does acknowledge 'plXdah' ~don women aff<'.c.P.d COWfJ91! adverscly. 
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related to the organizat10n, timing and location of the outreach sites appear to have been .... f'Mce 
as amcal for the slum population' (ibid.) 

The locations of irrrnumzation sites in urban areas are Important, since slum populations may have 
problems gaining access to a particular site. Alternatively they may prefer sites in a particular 
location -Mthin easy reach. Laston et al. (1993) found the vast majority of women who inmunize 
their chilcten do so at centres run by NGOs (32% ). A government hospital was also used by a 
significant proportion of slum 'M)fllen (20.4%). Most mteresting is the fact that less than 3% of 
v.oolen reported irrmunizing their children through the Urban Volunteer Program, ICDDR, B 
hosptal or the EPI centre in Mohakhali. Onty 1.3% had used a private clinic. Over 36% of 
chilcten were not lrmlumzed. 

Perry et al. (1996b) describe a very different srtuation. They found EPI centres being run by 
DhaKa Crty Corpcration (DCC) were the most popular si1es for child and maternal immunization, 
v.1th 86% of slum chilcten (and 83% of non-slum children) being inmunized at a 'Zone 3 dinic'16. 

Eighty percent of slum maternal tetanus toxOid 1mrnumzations (60% for non-slum recipients) were 
rec:E!(Ved from a Zone 3 dinic. 

EPI (1995) does not <ivide its findings into slum and non-slum categories. Its urban findings for 
sources of vaccination show outreach facilities account for 45% of vacanations (in this case BCG), 
health centres 25%, NGOs 1SO~ . hospitals go~ and private practices onty 2%. The further 
expansion of EPI services to the urban poor -Mil serve as an entry point for reaching mothers and 
chiiCl"en -Mth othei basic services. Mapping slum areas, taking stod< of cotrmunity health 
resources, improving the referral system, strengthening co-ordnating role of corrmunity leaders 
and involving the corrmunity as volunteers >Mil all be necessary for the continued success of EPI 
(BASICS, 1996b). 

1.viii • Detenninants of Demand for Immunization 
lrrrnumzation programs rely on -Mdespread coverage for success. To sustain them they require 
clients to demand services, and to demand if11Jfovements to those services when quality is 
lad<ing. Thus, if sustainability is dependent on demand, then the factors wtlich influence demand 
are ~nt and need to be addressed. In marry developing countnes- induding Bangladesh 
rnedcal services reach only a minority of the population, and >Mil therefore be more concerned 
'Mth meeting demand, rather than creating it (UNICEF, 1985). 

Even though meeting existing demand for basic health sefVices continues to be a problem17, EPI 
in Bangladesh had to stimulate it since people knew so little about it. There was considerable 
success in stimulating demand for irranunization between 1986 and 1993 as the mass rmbillz.ation 
effort sv.ept across the country. The increase in coverage rates reflects this, although in recent 
years promotional activities have been scaled down resulting in falling coverage. Does this reflect 
a dedine in demand or a faltering delivery system? 

•tA Zone 3 Clinic was '¥fY EPI certre ru1 eaher by DCC, NGOs ike Concerned Women for F.vnify Plannilg, Of private 
cncs locaed i1 Zone 3. 
17'<?Mn nemational donor IUPPOrt for the MCH-FP seMc:et n B~ wi not keep pace wlh the cordil.Jilg rapid 
~rowth n the need and demand for MCH-FP serW:et, the need to maxrrize progam ~ while at the acwne tine 
ITriTimg program cost is oaw becormg even lllOfG IJ'gerf (Perry et al., 1996a) 
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Just as there are afferent foons of partidpation. there are afferent types of demand. Rifkin 
(1991) points th1s out in her dscussion of corrvnunity partidpation in MCHIFP programs. Some 
forms of partidpation involve the community to a greater extent than others. Demand similarly has 
been categorized into two forms: active and passive. 

Active demand ·entails adherence to vaccination programs by an informed public which perceives 
the benefits and need for specific vaccinations'(Ni.~ter. 1995). It involves communities kno>Mng 
avactly why immunizations are necessary, where and when they are available and who should 
receive them. Scope for nisunderstandng is reduced by a process of sensitization and 
demystification. where health providers inform1s and encourage people to get involved >Mth health 
matters. induding immunization. Active demand :s a necessary COf11JOnent of sustainability since it 
involves the community voidng its needs and "Wants and allow.> planners to provide services to 
meet them. 

Demand in the iorm of 'passive acceptance' is where corrrnunities are not involved in planning or 
implementing programs, and play only the role of redpient. Passive demand/redpiency 'denotes 
compliance by a public which yields to the recommendations and sodal pressure. if not prodding, 
of hea~h 'MJrkers and community leaders' (ibid.). There is no involvement by the community in the 
planning, organiZation and running of the service19, which 1s provided in a '1op-down' manner by 
the govemmem or NGO. 

Basic economic theory tells us consumer demand is affected by a set of price and non-price 
deterrmnants. Pnce determinants indude the price/cost of the good or service in question and the 
pricelcost of atternatives. Non-price determinants are more varied, and indude the income of 
consumers, the quality of the good/service, the availability and quality of substitutes. soda! and 
cu~ural norms or beliefs/tastes, the expectations of consumers of the good/service based on 
information available, and the accessibility and availability of the good/service. 

If we look first at the price-related determinants of demand. EPI in Bangladesh is supposed to be 
provided free of charge. This does not mean dients face no costs Vv11en using health and EPI 
services. People '1.111 face the cost of travelling to the EPI/health centre, they '1.111 have to undergo 
a loss of income by taking time off wor1< and waiting for the service, and they may even be 
dlarged for the service when they get to the EPI site. The opportunity cost of using a 'free' 

aNictter (1995) ciscusses the ~ce of vaccinators ~ acwate ilfolll'lCiion ilstead of vague and general 
messages. studies have shown when mothers were asked what vactRiions woUd do for them and their children, they 
repied vaccinaors irld HWs told them they would procilce 'healthy c;tjcj'en', and 'prewrt sickness'. Nichter points ott 
these general messages have three ramifications: first, they foster l..fll'eaistic expectaions abol.t vaccines, making people 
ttrlk they protect agailst iDnesses for which they CW"e not desigled; second, is the problem of negatMI sidlH!ffects. 
Mothers may be reb:trt to take their children for h.rther vaccinOOonl if ~evious ~ caused their child to be 
tid: 'perceptions of compatibility led a mother to weiglthe ascribed bensfts of ftm'e vaccilations against the state of il 
healh experienced by her child'; the final ramification invoNes the corx:a-ns of those sections of the popwtion who feel 
exduded from imuiz<tion prog-..ns. Moo and older ctlldren may object to being exckJded from a se.rvico which is 
being promoted as 'good for health' and may cause problem&. Genera messages wtjch vaccinators and HWs provide 
mothers for reasons of cormnience can prove counterproductNe. 
'~For an itteresting <iscussioo of the different types of coom.riy pr~ see Ri!l<il (1990, Co~articipation 
il MCHIFP Prog<m!'le!. WHO. Geneva. 
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service may in fad be too high. and can ad as a dsincentive for consumers (Akin. 1985). A 
nurroer of studes mention economic and financial restraints as being the pnmary reason for low 
demand. Zeitlyn et al. ( 1992) note low income is one of the faders most dosely associated v.1th 
mothers' failure to receive a second dose of TI. Hughart et al.(1992) point out the irfl)Ortance of 
paying the transport costs of the volunteers who register and motivate mothers to bring their 
chilcten for irrmunization. Bhuiya et al.(1995) and Heggenhougen (1995) both point out the 
il'fl)Ortance of cost and socioeconomic status of parents to meet these costs. If complete 
coverage reqUires repeated trips to the EPI centre (Rahman and Islam, 1993) families '-Mll have to 
meet high costs when immunizing their chilaen, even if the vacdnes themselves are provided 
free. It is for this reason that outreach centres, which take immunization to the people, have 
proved so popular (Jamil et al., 1996). Indeed. the government is trying to combine other MCHIFP 
services v.1th EPI satellite and outreach sites in an effort to take health services to the people 
(Khuda et al., 1997). 

With regard to the availability and price of substitutes. 'Medical Pluralism' is alive and well in 
Bangladesh (Blanchet, 1989; Heggenhougen, 1995; Ahmed and Wahed, 1996). Some studies 
have observed a significant proportion of the population. both urban and rural, utilize 'modern 
health care facilities' (Rahman and Bhuiyan, 1992) although the use of traditional healers is 
comnon in both urban and rural areas: 'tracftional faith healing has not at all decayed as people 
ap;lafent1y believe and there is a rather strong undercurrent beneath the visible monopoly of 
wes;ern medicine, both of homeopathy and allopathy' (UBINIG, 1989). 

The main reasons for low utilization of the government health services indude· dissatisfaction v.1th 
the management of government hospitals and the costs invdved v.1th getting to them. If there is 
sufficient dissatisfaction v.1th government services people v.111 tum to those options which they 
cor.sider to be cheap, convenient and effective. Chen (1 986) notes dients v.111'seek the best oi all 
'MXlds - tracitional and modern, private and public' if they feel the need Most often utilization 1s 
ott. of convemence v.1th tracitional medcines bemg readily available, affcx-dable and acceptable -
although there is also a strong belief in the healing powers of the Kabiraj and Fakir {Ahmed and 
Wahed, 1995). If people are yet to be convinced about the benefits of irrmunization and if what 
they perceive to be a feasible alternative exists- one v.1th which they are familiar and can relate to 
- it is no 'M:>nder they choose the cheaper ITIOfe accessible option. If service quality is poor at 
government facifrties (i.e. if hospital staff treat dients poorly and keep them waiting in 
uncomfortable conditions), it is not surprising they tum to alternate sources. People 'M>Uid rather 
pay fcr a quality service be it from a Fakir, Kabiraj or untrained doctor than queue for a free but 
mefficient one frcm the government. 

Demand is also affected by customer taste - what some night term social and ctJitural norms or 
baiefs. To this end, the government, donor agencies, NGOs and EPI conducted extensive and 
effective ca~igns of social mobilization during the late 1980s. These campaigns informed the 
peq>le about irrmunization. about what it could do for them and where they could get it - creating 
a taste for it. State-endorsed messages accorded the EPI a legitimacy which reassured people 
about what was being given to them and allayed fears about rumours of secret government fanily 
planning schemes and programs. The result was an increase in national coverage rates from 2% 
in 1985 to around 70% by 1990 (Huq, 1991), although some have questioned whether this was as 
a result of a genuine increase in demand for EPI or a re11ection of the initial efficiency of the 
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delrvery systems One possible answer lies in the fact that EPI is today experiencing problems of 
dedmmg coverage. poorly motivated staff and uncertainty regarding future financing only a few 
years after the 'near rrirade' was achieved. If EPI success to date is due to those soda! 
rT'IOblizat1on efforts then future sustainability v.111 depend on continuing them. while simultaneously 
strengthening the -Mder national health services. The delivery of health services - not just EPI - to 
currently underserved populations (in slum and remote rural areas) needs to be ifTllroved. 

Abed et al. ( 1991) provide a good account of the mobilization efforts 'Mlidl occurred between 
1985 and 1990. and da1ms (Vt1th some degree of justification) that it was 'one of the most 
suc:essful social corrrnunication programs in the history of Bangladesh'. In recent years however 
national mobilization efforts have been considerably less intense, limited to National Immunization 
Days (NI Ds) eac.1 year. These began in 1995 and are evaluated annually by organizations like 
BRAC. BASICS and ICDOR,B. 

QuaJyam et al (1996) examined the impact of the first tv.c NIDs on Polie>-related kno'Medge of 
uroan 'M)!l')en in 3.angladesh, and conduded that kno'Medge about Polio as a vacdne preventable 
disease had inc-eased as a result of NIDs. although there remained a significant gap in 
knov.1edge bet\.veen sium and non-slum women. The study also noted 'the challenge of 
esla.!>iish~ng high coverage rates among all soc:al groups is still not achiev~. Consumer taste is 
inftuenced best by continuous promotion of the service. not periodic reminders. NGOs have 
actively promoted immunization in the1r health and education programs. but to reach all soda! 
grou;)s a more sustained. year round effort is necessary. 

Consumer knowledge and expectations about Immunization are important. Quaiyam et al. (1 996) 
found 4~A> of 'M:l!Tlen were 'not aware of (the) need' for irrrnunization at the time of NID. This 
i~ies consumer demand is low due to a lad< of information about the availability and importance 
of trrrnumzation. People 'We(e informed about immunization from a nurrber of sources inducting 
the meda (tei8VISIOn and rado), HWs making house VIsits. mobile loudspeakers (miking), 
billboaros and posters. A WIF study, conducted in 1988. mentions 'substantial numbers of 
p8C91e. induding all groups of mothers, had had negative information about irrrnunization, mainly 
about side effects and farrily planning rurrours. Arrong mothers of non-immunized children. 
be~n a quarter and nearty half had heard bad reports' (WIF. 1988). KnOIMedge, however, 
does not guarantee uptake and strategies which motivate mothers to actually take themselves and 
their chilcten for irrrnunization are needed (Rahman and Bhuiyan. 1992). 

Health 'Mrters and vacdnators are also affeded by inaccurate infoonation. Peny et al. (1996a) 
made an assessment of the quality of MCH and FP sefVices (MCH-FP) ~ovided by field workers 
(FW) in Dhaka, and conduded there -.wre 'irrportant gaps in field wor1<ers' kno'Medge'. In this 
instance FW's knO'Medge of doses and tirring of irrrnunization was sufficient but a number 
exp-essed ('spontaneously') an interest in addtional training for irrrnunization21 A lad< of 

<~>A wact1 Report proOJced by the Research Division of BRAC in M:wch of 1997, evai.Wlg I:'Nerage of the December 
199&'JcnJary 1997 NIOs, fCUld coverage rates were as low as 26.8% in the Kishore~ region bti as higlaa 88.6% in 
Mot.M Bazaa-. W~ Report nt.mber 21 (December 1995) noted ·~ a recefi ll4iionwide ~aign for the promotion 
of Pc:Ur.yelitis vaccinee, the data do net i-deate that~ hal had lWl inpact in the nnlare¥. 
n.o.reas of rtel'est r.cLded training on the stOfage and tr:nport of vaccines, tines to adrrnctar lWld meant to inereaee 
attendance. 
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kno-Medge about immunization may be one of the reasons why staff read badly when asked 
questions by dients. which affects dient perception of service quality 

Client expectations about irrrnunization are detennned by the information they receive. Vague 
and general messages have been shown to be counterproductive and this point needs to be 
ifl'l)reSSed upon those who inform people i.e. heanh 'MXi<ers. doctors and vaccinators. 

Accessibility to and availability of the service are also irrportant. Although the national EPI 
coverage evaluation survey for 1995 found ·accessibility of immunization (BCG coverageZ?) very 
high and sustained throughout the last 5 years' after a slight rise of measles and fully irrrnunized 
coverage by one year of age in 1994 it has fallen down almost to the level of previous years (EPI. 
1995a). 

TWJ questions need to be asked when discussmg the accessibility and availability of EPI. Where 
can people go to receive immunizations and 'Mlere do peq:>le choose to go? The anS\Wrs to 
these questions are important since there IS little point in channelling resources to sites which are 
unanended. EPI planners need to ensure there is no wasting of resources and vaccines at sites 
which are unpopular, unattended or inaccessible to people. 

E?! serv1ces are provided from government hcspftals, Thana health centres (THCs), MCHIFP 
dim:s, outreach srtes (in the villages and coomunities themselves), NGO health centres and 
private practitioners (Talukdar et al., 1991). Immunizations are performed by an army of field 
vacdnators (now designated Health ASSistams - HAs), 'Mlo work in cooperation 'Mth Family 
Welfare Assistants (FWAs). FWAs organize 'MX119n and children in an area identifying those 
eligble for immumzation or at risk from EPI ciseases. Laston et al. (1993) asked mothers in Dhaka 
if they knew where they could receive immun~atons. Over half mentioned NGOs, a third said the 
government hospital, and 200k believed the Dhaka Munidpal Corporation. Most worrying was the 
fact 16% of mothers ·~re unable to give the location of an immunization fadlity' (Laston et al., 
1993). The ICOOR,B hospital provides the whole range of services assoaated with Combined 
Service Oeliveryz: (CSO) daily, and continually attempts to irrrnunize eligible women and children, 
reduce missed opportunities and improve diems' knowiedge of immunization through health 
education sessions. Zeitlyn et al. (1992) ex.anlned reasons for non-compliance among women 
and children with OPT vaccinations at ICDDR.B. They conduded that 'preventive health care 
services sue~ as immunization are appropria1ely offered, but compliance .... varies ..Wh 
soaoeconomc sta1us and mothers' education'. Thus even though availability was not a problem, 

~coverage is taken to be an OOcation of accessility si1ce I nwt.oes rriy a single cortact with the vaccilcior. It 
shcUd oat however be taken as an IWcation of ft.jy imlrized status achieved. If an incicabon of the rurbefs of 
ctjQ-en fully irmrized is desired then figu'es for c:hila-en irmrized agai'l&t Measles woUd be more appropriate. The 
Measles vaccile is rjfen last, only after the DPT310PV3 co..rses have been completed. Oriy ctWdren who haYe received 
3 doses of OPV/OPT, a dose of BCG crld a dose of MeaQes are coosidered fully inrruized. EPI 1995 fOUld ~ 
CCNeraQe rates for BCG and Measles were 101°.4 crld W.4. However its own surwy fOUld coverage rates for BCG and 
Measles at 94% and $4f/e respectively. 
Z>Cootliled SeMce DeiYery (CSD) is a rm of ~ nerveriiona iUnded to de3l (cost~ectively) with the most 
pr8SAlg healh problems of the popUation. lncbled il the CSD pc~ are the folowilg iriervertions wtlictl are (il 
thec:ry) provided at IN«"f 88f\lico poirt: ORS <isttWion: Vbrrw\ A for infarts and folic acid supplements fOI' preglari and 
l3ct.ablg women; promotion of antenatal care, safe deWery practices, and breast feecfrlg; tr~ of acW! respntory 
medions; grov.ih mcriorilg and hoalh eciJcation to ~ave ll.triion. 
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sines irrmunization services were being supplied. demand still remained low. Is Accessibility 
therefore the key? 

Wnght (1995) believes ·accessibility of immunization 1s always the largest determinant of success·. 
It is dear from the evidence of many studes that certain sites are more accessible than others. 
EPI (1 995a) show.; for both children and mothers outreach sites proved the most accessible, wth 
88% of chilaen and 84% of women immunized (see table 2). One also has to be aware that 
dfferent strategres wll have to be employed to deal 'Mth the problems of poor access and poor 
utilization. Just because a site is available and accessible does not mean it 'Mil be utilized. 
Demand has to be stimulated and then sustained by providing dients v.1th a service which is 
reliable and of a h1gh enough quality to make them want to return. 

Table 2· Preferred Sites of Immunization 
Site I Mothers I Children 

i I Urban National I Urban I National 
i Outreach I 37% 84% I 45% I lnrk 

' Hospital I go.(, 6".4 I 9% I 3% 
j H e:a lth Centre I 26% 4% I 

I 25% I 5% 

l Private Practitioners I 14% 3% I 2% i JOk 

t NGOs I 14% I 3% I 19% I 10,4 I 
Source: National Coverage Evaluation Survey, (EPI, 1t9Sa). 

In rural areas outreach clinics provided a majority of irrrnunizations although people also used 
health centres and NGOs. Hospitals and private practitioners were rarely visited but in some 
urban areas pnvate practitioners are used primarily for receiving Tetanus Toxoid {Arlin et al .. 
1989). EPI (1 993) observed more than 10% of the target population in urban areas were 
vaconated by pnvate practitioners. but noted 'yet there is no control of the quality of private sector 
irrmunization. mduding sterilization procedures, and maintenance of the cold chain, and no 
'M:lli<ing system foe surveillance using private practitioners' (EPI, 1993). This is a point which 
should receive consideration. 

Thefe is concern about the fact outreach sites provide the prtmary means of access to 
immunization services. A dependence on such sites postpones the integration of EPI into the 
v.1def health infrastructure (Hall et al., 1990). The 1993 EPI review team dscovered 'in a nurrt>er 
of dstrids satEllite dinics and outreach centres are WOiidng separately ... efforts should be 
inaeased to merge all such centres v.1th the aim of ensuring the most effiderrt use of both health 
and farrity planning resources in each acmnistrative unit and the corrmunity' {EPI, 1993}. The 
continued separation of sites has resulted in no set levels of service quality. The review team 
further noted considerable variations in both the nurrber of interventions provided, and the way in 
which both preventive and curative services '.Wfe i"l'lemented. Since outreach dinics are 
primarily where people choose to go steps must be taken to improve the quality of outreach 
services nation -Mde. If they continue to provide only some and not all EPI-Pius CSD interventions 
they assume the characteristics of a vertical system - one which does little to develop a more 
COO'l'fehensive system of health care. 

There 1s much dsetJssion as to whether the irrpementation of vertical programs like EPI enhance 
ex- hinder the development of more COfllJrehensive PHC systems. 'Efforts to accelerate 
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irrmunization coverage during the 1980s may have preduded irJl)lementation of other pnority 
components of PHC services. such as watE!f and sanitation. mother child health, health education 
and famly planning, given limited public health budgets· (Brenzel and Claquin. 1994). This paper 
only touches on the debate and '1.111 not go mto further detail. For sources which cover the debate 
in greater deal see Bane~ee. 1988 and 1990; Rifl<in and Walt. 1986; Walsh and Warren. 1980; 
Seaman and Poore. 1987.24 

Section 2 - Political Sustalnabllity 

2.i - Commitment of Politicians. Donors and NGOs 
The success and sustainability of EPI depends on the commitment made to it by everyone 
involved. Politidans have to be seen to be comnitted by supporting EPI in speeches and polides 
as well as releasing funds and resources - something which is problematic at the best of times in 
Bangladesh. The public has to be convinced about immunization before it can be committed to it 
so the commitment of those HWs and staff wtlose job rt is to motivate the people is probably most 
vital. Wrthout them to 'NOr1< 'Mth and motivate the people EPI stands no chance of sustained 
success. 

It is only recently that governments in Bangladesh have had any semblance of stability. Their 
rapid rising and falling from power upsets the political and soda! stability of the nation and this 
instability undoubtedly affects the smooth running of EPI (and the -Mder development process). 
The governmem controls the resources necessary for EPI and to a certain extent it is the main 
factor which determnes whether a program wll be successful. In recent years governments have 
demonstrated their commitment to EPI by being seen to get involved (Talukdar et al. , 1991). The 
sodal mobilization programs of the earty 1990s involved different ministries and ministers 
collaborating 'Mth each other to promote EPI. Abed et al.(1991) discuss how political commitment 
to EPI in the eariy stages of the program heiped raise the profile of EPI in Bangladesh. They also 
describe how NGOs. religious leaders, and the media showed their commitment to EPI which 
resulted in dramatic success. which EPI is today attempting to replicate. 

Political instability disrupts the running not just of EPI but also other health and development 
activi1ies. The calling of hartals, where all activity stops, means services are disrupted and dients 
are unable to travel to immunization and health centres. Bid<ering between national leaders and 
politidans and the. ensuing unrest undemines whatever 'cormitment' is made in political 
speeches. A recent artide from the Daily Star newspaper (5/4197- 'Three IPH Vaccine Units Face 
aosure') noted that three units of the Institute of Public Health (IPH) which produce EPI 
vaccines25 face dosure due to a lad< of regular funci ng. Staff at the vaccine production 
laba'atories have not been paid for seven roonths despite the units making 'considerable profit in 
past year~. and the government has yet to bring the units under the revenue budget. The artide 
further notes 'almost all acirinistrative formalities have been fulfilled to solve the problem, but 

2•11 shot.dd be noted the criticisms af vertical irterveriions are most often directed ci immunization progame and the 
reader should be aware af them. 
25The article is not clear as to whether the OPT vaccile is il fad produced by the IPH. The EPI Project Proforma for 
1995-96 to 2000 5tcies OPT production hat not yet betpl n B~ and that only one-third of the total TT vaccines 
required are manufactured locally. A personal interview w!h staff at the IPH vaccile production laboratory corrfrmed thci 
there was il fad no production of the OPT vaccine. 
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every tlme. for one reason or another. the matter rs buried'. Political commitment it appears does 
not run very deep or very long. 

The Government's most recent Rve Year Ptan (for the period 1995 to 2000) contains a set of 
broad objectives for health development in Bangladesh. lnduded are improvements in the health 
status of the population. particularly chilcten: the consolidation and strengthening of primary 
hea~h care and support services; the delivery of iJ'Tl>fOVed family planning and welfare services; 
the prevention and control of the six EPI dseases (inducing the elimination of Polio by 2000); 
ifllXovmg the nutritional status of children and mothers; and the adequate production. supply and 
dsnibution of essential drugs and vaccines25. lll1'0rtance -Mil continue to be given to EPI. and 'all 
field level v.OO<ers and their supervisory staff inducing doctors are to be fully involved, mobilized 
anc rnade ac:::ountable for the effident and effective implementation of EPI' (EPI. 1995b)27. 

Tc ensure the sustainability of EPI the government has to be committed to v.;der sodo-economc 
oevelopment for the whole country. lmmumzations may provide a cost-effective means to 
reduang the ns!<s for children and pregnant mothers. but on their own they are no guarantee of 
good health. The only way the health of the nation can be assured is by improving sodo
econornc concitlons. Poverty needs to be reouced and environmental changes - the provision of 
oroper sani1ation housmg and improvements in nutritional status - are necessary not only to 
elimnate the conditions in which ciseases fester and spread but also to enable children to 
pnySlcally combat il~health. To do this requires more than just shots in the arm. and is a task to 
wnrch governments and politidans should be COl r 1 ratted (Reid, 1989). 

UNICEF ( 1995) provrdes an account of its involvement in Bangladesh and the role it played in EPI, 
by procuring vacdnes and equipment for the cold chain. It details UNICEFs relationship v.;th 
Bangladeshi NGOs like BRAC and the Grameen Bank, 'Mth whom it continues to wor1<. 

Rotary International comrritted i1self at the start of EPI to providing funds for all Polio vaccines until 
1993. It has extended this commi1ment by agreeing to partially fund the Polio eradcation 
catl"paign until 1997. assisting v.;th the costs of social mobifrzation activffies. USAID and UNICEF 
-Mil also continue to finance social mobilization and awareness-raising activities. 

NGOs like BRAC and CARE have been invdved in EPI from the outset, demonstrating a 
sustained cormitment to the provision of all forms of health care. Streenand and Chowdhury 
(1990) examine the long term role of NGOs in health care in Bangladesh. and point out how they 
fill the consideral)e gap bet\wen the needs of the people and the low-quality care offered by the 
government. NGOs in Bangladesh train and involve local people in their programs who in tum 
infoon others about effective. low-cost solutions to health probl~. They have demonstrated 
their corrmi1ment in the way they 'MX1< v.;th people, and it is mainly due to the efforts of NGOs and 

4f>For an iterest.ng accot.n of Bangladesh's Essertial Drugs Policy see Zafrulah Chowdlury (1996), The Politics of 
E,s,erii:a1 Drugs; The Mamgs of a Successful H~ Strategy - lessons From Bangladesh, University Press limited, 
Dhaka. 
ZTEPI Project Proforma 1995-96 to 2000 provides a breakdown of al estin<ied casa of EPI fO( B~. the 
cairbiioos U> be made from donor agencies, and the strategies to be folowed by EPI ovet the neld fNe Y83''· 
:/)For a good awui of one NGO's campaigl to prorncU such an net'Jeriion see Chowdhury and Cash (1996), ·~ 
Sirrple SoUion: Teac:tlng Millions to Troal Diarrhoea ;i Home', linivorsiy Press limited, Dhaka. 
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their health workers that people choose to attend 1mmunizat1on sessions, have access to health 
care and Cl'edit facilities. income generating opportunities and education. 

CARE's Traimng lmmumzers in the Community Approach' (fiCA) is one example of collaboration 
be~n the government and an NGO to improve EPI. Initiated in 1986 TICA was designed to 
assist in Implementing EPI more effectively through 'M:lr1<ing dosely Yw«h government personnel at 
all levels. In areas where TlCA was implemented, better coverage and lower drop out rates than 
the national average were found. A 1995 reVJew of CARE's TICA program noted: 

·o~ important achievement of TICA is that It helped to create a sense of trust and confidence 
regarding the delivery of services by linking the worl<er with the community through regulaliz.ation 
of the services at the outreach sites and through social mobilizalion efforts. This has stimulated 
people to have the1r children immumzed and tor women to accept TT vaccmation (CARE. 1995). 

The commitment of NGOs to effective solutions has been demonstrated by their long term 
invo.-vement \\1th those they 'M)I'1< and tram. They attempt to deal Yw«h health problems using a 
muftlsactoral approach. encouraging corrrnuni1ies to develop their own capacities to sustain 
prqects and programs {Ritchie et at.. 1995). In order for them to continue their success in the 
years to come it \\111 be important for them to 'M:lrk 'h1th the government rather than trying to take 
its place. 

There are many NGOs mvolved 'Mth EPI in Bangladesh. They indude BASICS, CARE, BRAC and 
VHSS. BRAC's research division has documented its involvement 'Mth EPI immunization in 
vanous research reports which provide valuable infoonation on the way programs are 
i~ememed, the problems faced. dient attitudes to mterventions and reasons for low coverage. 

2.ii - Historical Perspectives of EPI in Bangladesh 
EPI began in Bangladesh in 1979, but mitial efforts were plagued \\1th dfficulties. EPI serv1ces 
were delivered primarily through fixed centres. and reached only a tiny fraction of the population. 
Between 1979 and 1985 'narrow-scale activities, lirrited man-power, insufficient vaccine supply, 
inadequate equipment, insufficient transport, lirrited finance and resources and inexperience 
resutted in only ZOAI achievement' (EPI, 1995b). 

Phase T'M:l of EPI occurred between 1985 and 1993. Effa'ts intensified after President &shad 
announced to the United Nations General Asserrbly that Bangle<desh 'M:luld atterll>t to achieve 
universal child ii11Tlunization (UCI) 'r7f 1990 {Bhuiya et at. . 1995). Strong support and financial and 
technical assistance was pledged and provided by international doncx agencies Ondud ng 
UNICEF, WHO, USAID, Wood Bank). national NGOs (like BRAC and Proshika), coomercial 
enterprises and COfTTTlunity volurrteecs (Jarril et al .. 1996). EPI activities in Bangladesh unc.1er.wnt 
a aamatic change, as improvements to the delivery system were made, transport systems were 
redesigned, personnel trained and corrrnunities mobilized. Accelerated activities were initiated in 
19S315 'Mth services being made available in rrore and rnc:te dstricts. doser to the people. An 
effective Cold Chain was established, operated and maintained {EPI. 1993). Health v.o1<ers from 
the government and NGOs began to register those eligi~ for irmlunization and the dsease 
surveillance system was irrvoved to provide infoonation of outbreaks of dsease. Mass social 
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moolization o~rred as immunization was promoted nation-v.1de, v.1th all levels of society 
mvaved: new.;papers, TV, radio. religious leaders, and movie and sports stars (Abed et al.. 1991). 

On the programmatic side, 460 thanas and 88 municipalities were involved in EPI by 1990 (EPI. 
1995b). Immunization sessions were held in all hospitals at astrict and thana levels. The number 
of outreach sites providing CSD services - not just immunization - to rural areas increased and the 
results ~e reflected in rising coverage rates nationv.1de: between 1984 and 1994, n 
ac:::eotance 1ncreased from 6% to 6"711k and full immunization status among children 12-23 months 
old mcreased from 2% to almost 60% (Jaml et al., 1996). 

The third phase of EPI ( 1993-1995) built on tne successes of the second v.1th project actiVities 
bemg extended. New strategies were designed to raise coverage in a short period of time - the 
Naticnal Immunization Days (NIOs) - and irfl'(emented successfully. Problems identified during 
the second phase such as a lad< of community involvement in EPI, underutilization of NGOs and 
the :ovate sector, poor communication between rrinistries 'Mlfe all tad<led. 

Our.n; the fourth phase (1996-2000) the issue of sustainability has gained importance since it is 
dear donor funcs '.\111 not be available forever. Planners have also had to face falling levels of 
coverage and efforts are being made to halt the dedine. The Institute of Public Health (IPH) has 
begun tc produce the n vacdne but only in small quantities which are not sufficient to meet 
domestic need. A sizable proportion of the TT requirement is still imported. Ways to invotve the 
pnva1e sector more in the delivery of services are also being considered in an effort to reduce 
deoendency on the donors. 

Hue (1991) provides the most detailed a~unt of EPI efforts in Bangladesh. It discusses the 
financing and i~ementation of EPI during the second phase, when efforts were at their most 
intense. It also deals v.1th the question of suslainability, and makes the bold daim that 'even if all 
eXIemal funding were curtailed, the progranme could be absorbed Vtrthin the present health 
allocation albeit at the expense of other budgeted activities' (Note et al., 1991). 

Section 3 - Programmatic Sustainability 

3.i - Coverage Achieved 
The levels of irrrnunization coverage are monitored regularty 'cJ.j WHOIEPI and the government. 
Statistics on coverage, on sites utilized, on dsease reduction etc. are all available from EPI who 
conduct coverage evaluation surveys annually. The foiiOY.1ng tables are from the 1995 EPI 
c:;oyerage evaluation survey: 

Tabte 3: Coveraoe 13v One Year l0-11 months) 1995 
AntiQen National Urtan I ChittaQonQ Dhaka Khulna Bariaal Rajshahi 

BCG 94 94 I 93 94 99 96 93 
DPTliOPV3 73 80 I 70 71 84 82 71 

IAeasles 61 68 I 61 56 74 76 58 
Ftllly Immunized 54 54 I 53 47 66 65 55 

Source: EP11H5 Coverage Evaluation Survey 
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Table 4: Coveraae 3v 12-23 Months 1995 
Antigen National Uman I Chitta gong Dhaka Khulna Bansal ! Rajshahl 

BCG 95 I 94 I ~ I 94 99 97 I 94 
OPT310PV3 84 91 I S5 82 94 94 I 79 

Measles 78 B5 I 81 73 87 88 ! 71 
Fully immunized 76 85 I 80 72 B5 86 I 70 

Source: EPI 1HS Coverage Evaluation Survey 

T 95 able 5: Drooout Rates 19 
Antigen National Urban ChittaQonQ Dhaka Khulna Barisal I Raishahi 

DPT1· Measles 18 10 14 21 12 9 I 
OPT1-DPT3 11 4 10 12 4 2 I 

TT1-m 7 I 5 4 B I 4 I 5 I 
Source: EP11995 Coverage Evaluation Survey 

Table 6: Percents of Infants Born Protected From Tetanus 1995 

Source: EPI 11185 Coverage Evaluation Survey 

As the tables show coverage rates have reached r~ressive levels. Access to EPI (indicated by 
the percentage of children who receive at least one injection, usually BCG) is high although this 
gives no indication as to whether or not ~ is because of EPI that mortality and morbidity rates have 
been reduced. EPI relies on the co~etion of a course of injections and the high dropout rates 
and mssed opportunities observed -Mil limt ~s contribution to lo~ring mortality and morbidity 
rates. E?l sought to reduce infant mortality rates (IMR) by 20% and maternal mortality rates 
(MMR) by 30% (EPI1 995b). It also intended to reduce the inddence of disability (particularty Polio 
related) and decrease child deaths (age 0-5 years) by one third. The reduction of IMR and MMR 
through EPI 'NOuld resuH in an increased acceptance of immuniZation and other interventions like 
faniiy planning thereby contributing to 'effective population control'. However since health and 
mortality are determined by a range of factors Onducing sanitation, the availability of dean water. 
housmg, education. nutrition, sex, access to hearth fadlities, income etc.) one has to be careful 
when daiming that EPI is responsible for reduced l'l"'Q1ality or improved health. 

Koenig et al. (1991) assessed the impact of irrrnuniZation on mortality reduction in Bangladesh. 
They doubt the 'magnitude of ifTl)rovements in child survival' immunization programs can effect 
and pdnt out that reductions in cisease-specific matality do not necessarily translate into overall 
child survivaL Children who are fully immunized \WI continue to be at risk from a range of other 
norHn-rnunizable but equally preventable causes. Prevention in this case ....ould be in the form of 
dean water, proper nutrition and safe housing. The study conduded -Mth the we!l 'M>m 

recoornendation that irrrnuni7.ation programs ifr1)1emented in isolation from other health 
interventions are 'unlikely to produce radical iftlXovements in child survival given the cofTl)lex, 
multk:ausal nature of childhood in i~erished settings like Bangladesh'. 

Reductions in the inddence of EPl ciseases are being obserVed in Bangladesh (Jamil et al., 1996; 
Clemens et al. , 1988). However the reliability of surveillance and repcxting systems has been 
questioned since less than 5% of Polio, Neonatal Tetanus and Measles cases are actually 
repcx-ted (EPI, 1993; BASICS 1996a). Without an accurate reporting, surveillance and monitoring 
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sySiem the true contnbution of 1mmunizat1on to reduang IMR and MMR can only be estimated. 
lf11rovements have been made by traming HWs. involving COilYllunities in surveillance. and 
integrating EPI into the national health structure. Provided these continue irnmunization should 
continue to be one of the contributing factors to lowering IMR and MMR. 

3.ii -Attitudes of Providers 
Sic:ft attitudes to the1r JObs and dients are lrJ1i)Ortant since their behav1our and attitude plays a 
large part m how dients perceiVe the serv1ce. A good reftection of s1aff attitudes towards EPI can 
be gauged from what dients say about how they were treated by s1aff (see section 1.iii, above). 
Scxne S1udies have looked specifically at 'Mlat s1aff themselves feel about the EPI and the health 
Se!'VIceS In wr11Ch they 'WOrk. 

?er:y e; al. ( 1996b) assessed providers' knov.iedge of immunization schedules and doses in Zone 
3 ::: Jhaka aty They looked at the trammg prov1ded to vaccinators and found kno>Medge levels 
h1~:- although some providers expressed an interest in additional training. Staff sought more 
f~d< from supervisors. pra1se for good 'MX1<, suggestions for improvements and notification of 
ur.sabsfactory worl<. 

Ar. eari1er study oy Perry ei al. (1996a) examned the attitudes of field 'M)fkers (FWs} m mother
c:"liid nealth and famly plannmg (MCHJFP) programs FWs ~e reluctant to warn d1ents about 
soe-<:ffects assoc:ated 'Nith ~nrraception because they were concerned fear would lead to non
ac::emance. Th1s 1s also true for EPI s1aff and ~ is important for them to realize that by not 
'W'2."71mg dients of possible side-€ffects, they run the same risk. Clients unaware of potential side
efte::::s are likely to blame them on the FW so damaging the~r credibility. The only way to avoid this 
1s iOf :he FW to provide accurate information m a way which 'Nill be fully understood by the dient. 
Fo:- :h1s to happen they need to be 'M311 informed themselves. 

WI'F ( 1988) surveyed health assistants (HAs). FWAs. and other service providers as ·secondary 
resoondents' Most were in favour of EPI and vi~ immunizations as 'good for the cxxnmunity'. 
The staff believed side-effects. religious and farrilial objections. and 'general ignorance' about 
1mmumzation were the main reasons for non-acceptance of EPI. A few were in favour of house
to-house visits to reduce missed opportunities and catch ctopouts. 

Ahmad ( 1997) is an interesting exarrination into the general s1ate of health services in 
Bangladesh. It looks at the attitudes of staff at dstrict and Thana level health and farrily planning 
centres and hospitals, -Mth regards to JOb satisfaction. prarotion prospects, quality of equipment. 
availability of <tugs etc. and found high levels of cissatisfaction. The paper noted 'a serious 
lacunae seems to exis1 in their knov.iedge of primary health care and its approach to realize PHC 
targets'. Staff saw the problem of ill-health as resting wth the patients and that poverty, illiteracy, 
~ lack of awareness and poor CO!lYTlunication between s1aff and patients all constrained the 
effectiveness of primary health care in Bangladesh. Another interesting fincing was that drooout 
rates for s1aff and VIllage health volunteers wefe very highZI. 

-z-A recet'1t stud-t by Khan at al. (1997), from BRAe's R~ch and Evaluation Division chcusses thG r~ for 
ci-CJpOIJ.s among BRAC's Shasthaya Sheblkaa. The study rrray have implications for olhor volunteer-based hoalh 
progM!i.. 
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The SSI pilot study (Islam, 1996) mterviewed some providers about therr mvolvement in EPI. All of 
them 'infonned that their training was inadequate', that they had faced finandal problems -Mth 
running the EPI sessions, and that they were in favour of cost-recovery from the people. The 
main problems they faced induded the non-availability of rooms or space for coordinating 
activities; inadequate spaces for meetings -Mth staff: shortage of vaccines (particularfy measles) 
and other materials; and the overlapping of activities of health and family planning workers on 
days set aside for EPI. 

3.iii - Role of Prtvate Practitioners 
Private practitioners have a tendency to be underutilized in EPI (Wright. 1995) and this is very 
much the case in Bangladesh. A recent survey (EPI, 1995a) found only 1% of children and 3% of 
mothers received irrmunizations from private practitioners nationally. In urban areas the 
proportion was not much bette: -Mth 3% of children and 14% of mothers being immumzed from 
private sources. Given the problems EPI faces in Bangladesh (shortages oi trained personnel and 
rapid turnover of staff etc.) private practi1ione:s have potential for assisting in EPI. 

The pnvate health sector in Bangladesh is extensive and consists of physidans. pharrnaasts. 
dinics, health centres. hospitals. NGOs and traditional healers. Amin et al. (1989) looked at the 
utilization of health providers be~en 1976 and 1986 and discovered the utilization of formally 
trained modem providers oi heanh care in a rural area of Bangladesh was almost l'Mce as high in 
1976 than it was in 1987~o 

Apart from being a reservoir of trained personnel private practitioners can also act as important 
points of surveillance, disseminate information and health education to dients, provide storage 
areas for EPI vaccines and equipment, and assist -Mth the registration of eligible 'NOmen and 
children. Kirsch and Harvey ( 1994) examne how private practitioners can contribute to Polio 
surveillance and suggest ways for the norwnedical private sector to participate. They provrde the 
example of Rotary International and discuss its contribution to the global Polio eradication 
carl'l'aig n. 

Atkinson and Cheyne (1994) in their study of urban immunization strategies recorrmend greater 
involvement of the private sector. Partidpation can be encouraged by offering inducements to 
doctors (subscriptions to medea! journals, fa example) and 'provicing private practitioners 'Mth 
vaccines, syringes and cold chain refrigera1CX"S in exchange for data on the nurrt>ers of doses 
given and cisease episodes has proved successful in a number of countries, and is being 
~oposed in Bangladesh'. 

The most conmon reason for non-irrmunization is a lad< of information. People are unaware of 
the need fa irrrnunization, 'Mien to get irrrnunized and of the importance of completing a course. 
They are aware, however, of the location and hours of private dinics, of the costs invdved and of 
the quality of SE!Mce they v.111 receive. Rahman et al. (1992) found 400A> of urban respondents and 

30Aihough an exp!nijon for this COIJd be the healh faciiy in question had begiS1 re<irilg the l"tt..T'bef of services 
offered in 1985. A decli1e in the q.r;iity of C31'e stbsequertly foDowed which may haYe aiYen clients to use alternative 
services. 
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30% of rural respondents used private practitioners. This incicates that private practitioners are 
utiliZed more than the 1-3% suggested by EPI (1995b) and that people know where to go for 
health serv1ces. The reasons 'Why people use private sources induded ossatisfaction wth the 
quality of government fadlities. staff attitudes towards them and unexpected fees they were asked 
to pay 

Blanchet (1989) looked at some private din1cs in Dhaka aty (run by NGOs) which provided 
immumzation as ..wll other MCH seNices. 'Mssed opportunities' were rrini!TliZed by staff asking 
every woman attending the dinics about their immunization status. Mothers were charged a fee 
tor rmmumzauon cards Whrch entitled them and their children to medidnes and health care and 
were grven information on immuniZation. Despite limited resources. the dinics were able to run a 
door-to-door rmmumzation service Which proved popular. Blanchet goes as far as to say that one 
of the dinics she observed was 1he most suc::essful of all centres in Dhaka' wth regards to the 
nurroers of mothers and children fully immunized. 

Governments can use more than just their rrimstries of health when implementing EPI. Abed et al. 
( 1991 ) show how cifferent ministnes worked together in the earty 1990s, and Foege ( 1989) gives 
the example of the strategy followed in the USA. He notes sodal norms changed over a decade to 
the 001nt where even thmking about anything less than universal coverage was ·a breach of soaal 
etiquette·. Over the comng years coverage and sustainability wll depend more improved delivery 
systems and better socio-econ()(l'jc conditions than the development of new vaccines. Private 
practrtioners can help 'Mth i~ovements to service delivery Since people assodate them 'Mih 
curative care and are more likely to respond to advice on preventive measures from a doctor than 
from a HW. For thiS reason it 1s important how practitioners hancne the topic of immuniZation 'Mih 
thetr dients. 

Stefamm (1 995) looks at the role of NGOs in the sustainability of health development programs. 
He notes the best way to proceed is for NGOs to work ..,..;th governments rather than attempt to 
substitute the functions of the State. This is applicable to Bangladesh where NGOs like BRAG 
and Grameen are providng a range of welfare services (not just health). fimng the gap created by 
the government's inability and failure to meet the needs of the people. 

While it is important to involve the private sectcr it is equally important to ensure that strict quality 
controls are maintained. EPl (1993) makes this point regardng the use of vaccines by private 
sources. Problems could arise if doctors use vaccines v.;th low potency and dients ( espedally if 
they are paying fcr the sefVice) find their dlilcten unprotected. Controls can be implemented and 
enforced but only if the v.;n exists in those whose duty it is to enforce them. 

3.1v - Single EPI versus EPI Plus 
At present EPl sefVices in Bangladesh are delivered from hospitals. dinics and health centres 
('Static' or 'Fixed' locations). outreadl sites ('Mlere setrvice providers go to the corrrnunity), and 
through mass carrpaigns like National lmmunization Days (NlDs) and Vitarrin A weeks. Each has 
its advantages and dsadvantages and planners have to decide which is most appropriate. 
Further improvements wll require the i~ementation of a cost-effective rrix of fixed, outreach and 
rnot:41e servrce delivery strategies. which take into account both when and where dients can reach 
the servrce. 
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In an examination of different strateg1es for 1mmumzation delivery Dicl< ( 1985) looked at the 
strengths and weakness of dfferent strategies. Delivery from static/fixed sites have the 
advantages of linking immumzation to other services (Islam et al., 1992), making record collection 
easier and avoiding travel costs fa- staff. The major weakness of such strategies is that success 
depends on a community's v.111ingness and ability to use the services provided, 'Ntlich in 
Bangladesh is kno'Ml to be problematic. Also coverage from a fixed site is likely to be low until 
infrastructure developments have taken place. 

Bangladesh began holding NIDs in 1995 and suc:::essfully provided over SOOk of target children 
-Mth OPV and Vitamin A supplements to prevent Polio and Night Blindness (EPI, 1995a; Quaiyum 
et al., 1996). However, the effectiveness of pre-event promotional activities is questionable since 
the main reason for non-attendance vvas a lacl< of avvareness about the need for further visits 
(BASICS, 1996a; Watch Report number 21 , December 1995). 

The advantage of outreach serv1ces over fixed sites IS that they take services to communmes and 
by doing so are able to cover an area more thoroughly. HWs get to know dients on an mformal 
bas1s outside the hospital enVIronment, whiCh makes people more receptive to new ideas and 
information. Almost every study reviewed found outreach services provided the mam source of 
immunization in Bangladesh atthough the cost effediveness of such sites is questioned {see 
section 4.ii). Disadvantages of such strategies indude high travel and transport costs for staff and 
equipment, problems -Mth supe!'lision, vacdne vvastage and time spent travelling to and from 
location. 

Some strategies are described as 'vertical' since they involve services being supplied to 
corrrnuniUes whose role it is to act as recipien!s. Mass campaigns may raise coverage m a short 
space of time 'provided there is good planning and promotion, national corrmitrnent, inter-sectoral 
c;o...q:>eration and community participation' (Dicl<. 1985) but they are very expensive and cannot be 
conducted regularly. A vertical program when added to an already strong health Infrastructure can 
reinfcx-ce and benefit from it. However if added to an already weak and underdeveloped health 
system, a vertical program may affect services adversely as staff reallocate their time for new 
'priooty services', so neglecting other routine but important services (Cairncross et al., 1997). 

In Bangladesh the early EPI carrpaigns involved all of the strategies described above, atthough in 
recent years the lac!< of promotional activities is noticeable. 'Moni' logos and EPI flags, messages 
and sticl<ers are displayed sporadically - mostly at hospitals and NGO offices - and EPI 
advertisements have almost c:arpletely dsappeared from advertising boards. NID pranotional 
effoos are still failing to convey the message about EPI, since people daim they are unaware of 
the need to attend both NID sessions. Did< (1985) lists a number of problems associated -Mth 
mass campaigns induding their asruption of regular health services, problems -Mth securing and 
sustaining political and popular interest and en1husiasm for the campaigns, and maintaining lnter
sectcx-al cooperation between afferent ministries, donors and bureaucrats. 

Quaiyum et al. (1996) explain wtr{ only OPV and Vitamin A were provided to children during NIDs: 
othef EPI vaccines were not induded in the caf"Tl)aign because additional trained personna and 
resources 'WOuld be required to deliver injections'. This means innumerable opportunities to give 
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the other EPI vacdnes were missed because of a lad\ of properly trained staff. The study 
re-:::::xnmended the indusion of other serv1ces Qnformation on other health and family planning 
issues, for example) v.1th EPI delivery particularly in areas of low coverage. 

Planners in Bangladesh have recognized the ilflX)rtance of delivering a range of services when 
poss~ble to the c:orrvnunity rather than single interventions. EPI outreach sites currently provide a 
range of CSD interventions. This 'EPI Plus' strategy adds essential services to EPI to give 
populations access to services they 'NOuld othef'Mse have to travel to a hospital to receive. 
Mendis et al. (1991) discusses six 'do-able' interventions which have been added to EPI in recent 
years. They indude Vitamin A supplements, the promotion of breast feeding, ORS dstribution, 
famly and safe motherhood services. the identification of 'at-risk' pregnandes and Iron folate 
dismbution. 'These low--cost. do-able services and transfer of knov.1edge 'NOUid not only have a 
dire-:t positive 1mpact on maternal and infant mortality but v.-ou!d also help ina-ease the utilization 
ot pnmary hea~h serv1ces' (ibid.) 

01cx (1986) notes Immunization is no substitute for general improvements to soda-economic 
conditions as a means of improving public health and preventing disease. Single interventions 
attempting to 'NOli< the mirade of the magic bullet are unlikely to be effective. affordable or 
suS:ainable in the long run. They require constant political and resource commitment. and 
invdvement from the community in implementation and organization. These as shown are 
prcOierr.atic at the best of times. 

Chen ( 1986) argues the provision of primary health care is a 'complex and cumbersome· process, 
altnough it 1s preferable to a smgle-dsease approach which 'exdudes consideration of measures 
that operate against multiple causes/agents through different mechanisms'. other non-medical 
interventions (such as the education of 'NOO'len, improvements in household incomes etc.) which 
connibute to lower child mortality should also be incorporated as part of a health strategy, to help 
~e deal v.1th those sodoeconomic factcrs which injections do not protect against. 

It is logical in concitions of scarcity to integrate curative and preventive services which coomunities 
can access at mnimal cost. EPI (1993) found 'considerable potential' for combining health and 
farrily planning services at the community level. Outreach services allowed for as many as 15 
rrilUon progranmed contacts between mothers and HWs. However it was noted not all CSO 
sefVices were provided at every site, and the promotion of breast feeding, Iron/Folic add 
supplements. treatment of acute respiratory infections and provision of growth monitoring and 
nutrition advice was irregular. Quality of service varied between sites and no set standards were 
specffied31 0 

Strategies which offer a range of interventions (EPI Plus) extend access of important health 
sefVices to the community whilst a more CO!'J1)fehensive national health infrastructure is 
developed. Such strategies are relatively inexpensive and cost-effective. and develop a 
relationship between the dient and provider which in turn may lead to communities being more 

310f ~Jeal concern was the finding that 'the dose of w.arrWt A supplefroeti being given to manta under the age of six 
ITlOI'iht (50,000 IU) it two limos in oxcese of tho dose of 25,000 IU beilg considered by a WHO/IVACG condalion' 
(EP!, 1993). 
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....;mng to contribute the~r own resources to the upkeep of serv1ces Cho'M:lhury et al. ( 1995) show 
how delivery of a range of essential health services to a target population o~urred through 1ts 
Health and Population Development Program. Streefland and Cho'M:lhury ( 1990) examine how 
NGOs in Bangladesh are already involved v.rth providing health services to populations where 
government fadlitJes are lad<ing, as well as organizing and mobihzmg demand creation adjvities. 

3.v- Reducing Missed Opportunities and Dropouts 
Efforts to increase and sustain EPI coverage in Bangladesh ....;u need to address the problems of 
htgh ctopout rates and 'missed opportunities'32 (see table 5, above). Reasons for missed 
opportunities and dropouts ....;u vary but a major one is the failure of staff to inquire about the 
immunization status of every woman and child attending the health fadlity (Clements. 1996: 
Heggenhougen, 1995). Thts failure to screen leads to people bemg mssed by the routine 
surveillance and 1rrmunization system (Wright. 1995). As a result dients are unaware they need 
to return to complete the course of injections so contributing to high dropout rates. 

One example of oeahng with tne problem IS from Chma (Grant, 1992). wh1d1 has coverage rates 
of over 95%. Mssed opportunities and dropouts were mmmized by the national registration of 
every birth. Local dodors notified parents individually every time an Infant was due for 
vacdnation. The individual notification system means that dropout rates have been reduced to 
less than 2%'. In addtion to this an 'immunization contract' was Introduced where parems paid a 
one-time fee wnen a child was born which guaranteed the provtSion of all EPI injections. If the 
child then contracted any oi the EPI diseases the famly receiVed compensation from the 
government. Thls system in a country as large, populol!s and poor33 as China CGuld have 
potential in Bangladesh. 

The seventy of the aropout problem in Bangladesh is reflected in (EPI, 19g;:_.a) which found rates of 
dropout for DPTI -Measles to be 18% and DPT1-DPT3 11%. There 'M!re significant reg1onal 
variations Vtrth Rajshahi's dropout rate for DPT1-Measles 241.4 and Dhaka's 21%, well above the 
'accepted rate' of 10% (EPI. 1995a). Perry et al. (1996b) in the~r study of immunization in Dhaka 
dty note ·a conservative estimate of the rate of rrissed opportunities at the MCH-FP dinics for the 
prorootion of immunization is 43% for children .... for women the rate of missed opportunity for 
maternal n immunization was 87% .... ·. Another study by Perry et aJ. (1997) conducted in the 
same location found ctopout rates of between ~ 11% for TI 1-TI2, and between 70-8?1~ for TI 1-
TIS, depending on the group of 'ltOOlen. Sinilar high rates of ctopout and rrissed opportunity are 
noted in Kofoed et aJ. (1990), Islam et al. (1992) and Rahman and Islam (1993). all of which 
prcvide good accounts of the steps being taken by staff at the ICDDR.B hospital in Dhaka to 
reduce rrissed opportunities and ctopout rates. Islam e1 al. (1992) in particular note the system 
appears to have had some suooess but replicability "Mil depend on the ....;u and OOfTTTlitment of 
senior management and staff and the mobilization of human and finandal resources. 
Sustainability -MU depend on the institution of a monitoring and feedback system by the staff 
invdved. 

:!2Mssed opportl.rilie$ occur when women or children eligible for irrmriz.alion attend a healh caro faclty but leave 
wihoot being imrn.nzed. Oropotjs are when a woman or chid begins a CQ..ne af Tr/EPI f1ections but fan to complete 
~ . 
33Qina'a GNP/capta i1 1989 was $350 - not much grealor than that af B<Wlgladesh ($180) or India ($340). Source: 
Grart (1992). 
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Oenents ( 1996) prov1des five ways to reduce missed opportunities. They indude screening 
v.oo1en and chilcten at every contact v.1th the health system; acministering all required vacdnes to 
ehQlble children ('the vacanes currently used in EPI can all be given simultaneously'); darification 
of rrue contraindications and avoidance of false ones; regular training of staff on ways to saeen 
and register dients; and the opening of multi-dose vials when needecf34. 

'Pod<ets of low coverags' in the slum areas of urban Bangladesh v.111 requrre special attention from 
pvitcy makers. BASICS (1996a) notes the 'floating population' of Dhaka -who are poorer and 
rro-e mob1le than even slum populations- are difficult to locate and v.111 contribute to dropou1 rates 
ana mssed opportunrties. They need to be targeted not just by EPI but by other health services to 
er.sure that they too are covered against the EPI diseases. At present they are missed because 
n~ne knows exactly wno or wnere they are. 

If tne proportion oi fully-unmumz:ed children ts to increase, EPI in Bangladesh has to do more than 
JUSi ach1evmg a Single contac: v.1th children and mothers. Success >Mil rely on at least four 
contacts being made. The continued rrussing of opportunities to immunize should be focused on 
as a major problem and solutions, such as those suggested above, be implemented. 

3.vi - Monitoring and Surveillance Systems for EPI 
An accurate and effiaent monitonng and surveillance system is essential to any program of 
1rrrnunrzation. Progress IS measured by coverage rates but a more important measure, that of 
efta:tiveness. also has to be r.:ade. The effectiveness of an immunization program is reflected by 
the reduction in the madence of target diseases (Abeyesundere, 1991 ). Surveillance systems 
help rdentify outbreaks oi disease qurd<ly and allow for rapid intervenbon. Monitoring systems 
prov1de up to date information as to whether or not target reductions are being achieved. 

There 1s already a surveillance and monitoring mfrastructure in place in Bangladesh. The staff, 
Siandardized reporting forms for EPI diseases. case definitions etc. are all established at national, 
district and thana levels (EPI, 1993) and contribu1e to identifying areas of high and low coverage. 
The system has thus far incicated dedining rates of incidence of the target diseases in recent 
years (but more recently has begun to show falling coverage rates for all antigens). Costs of 
surveillance in Bangladesh until the year 2000 have been estimated to be Taka 600 lakh. to be 
financed by UNICEF (440 lakhj, USAID (110 lakhj and the World Bank (50 lakh] (EP11995b). 

EPI progress is monitored by supervisory visits, coverage ~aluation surveys and periodc review.; 
of field data (Abeyesundere, 1991 ). Records of vacdnation sessions are kept using tally sheets at 
EPI sites, which municipal au1horrties then ~le into a monthly repcrt. Disease reporting is 
done using sentinel surveillance sites - infectious dsease hospitals. departments of pedatrics and 
rT!Erlcal college hospitals (EPI. 1993). Information on MCH and family planning collected by FWAs 
and HAs is now be1ng used as part of the surveillance system. 

:JAQoe af tho main r8360fll for rmsed opportun~ics has been the rotuctanco of staff to open rrulti-dose vials for a sin~ 
ctW:l. 
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There are a number problems -Mth ~he surveillance and monitoring system in Bangladesh. EPI 
(1993) found 'the present system reports less than 5% of the estimated true inddence of Polio. 
Neonatal Tetanus and Measles'. Information and statistics on disease collected by the Health 
Information Unit (HIU) of the Director General of Health Services (DGHS) is regulariy not passed 
(or passed late) to the EPI office. which affects the monitoring and evaluation of the program. 

Problems 'Nef'e also found -Mth the sentinel reporting system. The 1993 EPI review team 
conduded that it was ·not yet a reliable system either for the detection of trends or to serve as a 
basis for corrective action'. The collection and compilation of information was considered 'passive'. 
'Mth pooriy trained staff unaware of the importance of surveillance and rts relationship to service 
delivery. There was rarely any active searching for cases of target disease by FWAs and HAs and 
private practitioners did not report cases since EPI had failed to involve them. Solutions 
recorrmended by EPI (1993) induded better training for staff -M1h 9!11)hasis on case definition. 
ou1break centro measures and the importance of surveillance/coverage links. The sharing of 
inionnation be~en health and family planning 'MJri<ers and bet\-veen the HIU and EPI was also 
encouraged. 

Ahmad (1997) in his analysis of government health centres and hospitals noted 'the management 
of medical rero"ds in district hospitals has been a casual affair and are thus not properiy 
mamtained. Th1s indcates that no medical history of a patient can be recorded and no institutional 
memory retained in these hospitals whereby new staff arrivals can maintain continuity in a 
hospital's relations -M1h its patients'. 

A recent study by Khuda. Kane and Phillips (1997) examned the infonnation and record-keeping 
systems of FWAs and HAs. They evaluated tne design and implementation of a dient-oriented 
longitudinal rec:xd-keeping system. which has been in operation in Bangladesh since 1989. A 
'second-generation' of the system was introduced and adopted in 1993 as part of the national 
program. 

BRAC has been involved -M1h the development of a Corrvnunity Based Disease Surveillance 
System (CBDS) for rts health and population program (BRAC. 1996). It recognized a number of 
problems 'Mth the existing system. such as inadequate training of HAs and government health 
workers to recognize symptoms of disease, incorrect reporting of diseases by the corrrnunity and 
field staff, a fear of accountability in the event of case identifica1ion etc. The system BRAC is 
trying to establish involves using members of the COIT1T1Unity as points of information about the 
health of a comnunity. Volunteers are selected accorcing to their status in the community (like 
respected elders and teachers who are socially acceptable to others). their mobility (social and 
physical). their education. and their 'MIIingness and ability to wor1< as volunteers. 

BRAC has a second system of surveillance which deserves mention -the Watch system. Begun in 
1986, this 'nationally representative intensive monitoring system' (Watch Report number 23. 
December 1996) collects demographic and socioecononic data from 70 villages in 1 0 districts all 
over Bangladesh which is constantly updated. The aim of the system is to assess the -changes 
precipitated by a range of development programs, inducing heallh. education. income generation 
and 'WOI11en-spedfic projects. Dala and findings are published in a series of Watch Reports. 
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Klrsc.1 and Harvey ( 1994) discuss the importance of surveillance systems for the eradication of 
Pd1o and suggest surveillance can be strengthened by the mdusion of the private medical and 
non-medical seaors. NGOs in Bangladesh use HWs who 'M:>rk m villages and areas where 
government faal1ties do not reach. They can act as valuable sources of information and should be 
utiliZed as such. Kirsch and Harvey (1994) also point out that ordinary people, if shown how, can 
recogmze symptoms of disease in their communities and report them. By training communities in 
cfsease surveillance and encouraging them to report outbreaks. EPI rright create a more active 
sense of partiapation m both rural and urban areas (BASICS, 1996a). This could in time lead to 
corTYT1Unities being more interested and more involved in broader health issues. 

Section 4 • Financial Sustainability 

.4.i - Financing EPI in Bangladesh 
,. . .,e :oS1s of ~?I in Bangladesh over the next five years are la1d down in the EPI Project Proforma 
1995-96 to 2000 (E?I, 1995b). It sets out the strategy to be followed and details which costs v-;11 
oe oome by the government and donors. Bet'Neen 1996 and 2000 EPI v-;11 cost an estimatecf35 
TaKa 41 035 85 lakh- or $98.881 ,566~ The Government of Bangladesh (GOB) is expected to 
provide TaKa 17514 98 lakh ($42.204,n1), or 43% of the total cost. Foreign assistance w ll 
ac:::ouni icr the remaining 57%. and wll be in the form of project aid and grants from UNICEF, 
USAIO, WHO. Japan and the Wortd Bank. The Wortd Bank w it provide additional funds in the 
loon of leans 

lhree areas of expenditure constitute over 75% of the total cost fcr EPI They indude the cost of 
IITl XXtlng vac:::~nes ($55.308,891- 55.9%). customs duty and VAT ($13,734,939- 13.9%) and the 
payment of S1aff salanes ($6,040,457 - 6.1%). The government v.111 cover costs for salaries. 
bU1I01ng construction/upgrade and maintenance. vehide costs. customs duty, VAT and part of the 
vacone procurement. Donor funds wit be used for training staff, cold chain upgrade and 
mamtenance. vacane procurement. technical equipment and social mobilization. 

If EPI m Bangladesh 1s to be sustained it is imperative ways be found to reduce the costs of 
vacone procurement. This can be done either by producing them localty or 'NOfking w th other 
courrtnes in the region (possibly SAARC?). Bangladesh currerrtly produces the Tetanus Toxoid 
(TT) vaccine. h0'1.€ver its quality and potency have been questioned by WHO and others (Hlady et 
al., 1992)37. There is also concern about the lack of an independent national control au1hority to 
monitCX" standards (WHO. 1994). The quantity of n produced is not suffident to cover local 
needs and rt is still procured from abroad to meet domestic demand. 

If the production of EPI vaccines on a local or regional basis is not feasible there are other steps 
>Mlictl can be taken to lower costs. These indude the reduction of vaccine wastage:E and better 
matctlmg of vaccine vial size to session nui'Tlbefs (EPI, 1993). The technology and resources 

36Ettinatet were made n March 1995. 
"uq an exchanQe rate af S1=Tlc. 41.5, as specified n the report. 
37Hiady et al. (1992) fOll"ld the potency af Bangladesti prociJced TT vaccine to be ileffectNe and 'a WHO reference 
laboratory reported no p<Uncy in !tYee consecutive lots af tetanus vaccine from the prodJclion lab in Bangladesh'. 
~ P'ot study for the SSI pr!)jed fOl.rld in four of the oweach rnrn..nization cerdres that ·v.-astago af vaccile doses 
was 80".<. for BeG, 60.7% for OPV, 52.5% for Measles. 38.90.4 for OPT cr.d 30.2% for Tetanus Toxoid' (Islam, 1996). 
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already exist to improve the cold chain, and care should be taken to maintam them smce 
replacement 'Mil be h1gh. 

Nolo et al. ( 1991} examined the cost effectiveness of EPI in Bangladesh just after the 'near 
rrirade' had been achieved. Foreign assistance counted for 68% of total cost, 'Mth the 
government finandng the remaining 32%39 At the time the authors 'HE!fe optimistic about the 
prospects for imnunization in Bangladesh: 'given that the country produces it's own TI vacdnes, 
and has plans to expand into other antigens. it is reasonable to conclude that EPI 'Mil continue 
indefinitely'. The production of other EPI vacdnes has in fact not begun in Bangladesh, and 
''Mthout adequate supplies of vacdne, it is dear that the whole program 'Mil be brought to a halt, 
or at least slo-wed down' (EPI, 1993). While this last comment may be a bit extreme it nonetheless 
emphasizes the problem of continued dependence on donors for vacdne supply. By not finding 
alternative sources for vacdnes (domestic or regional) efforts at sustamabillty will be continue to be 
hamstrung. 

The GOB implements EPI 1n partnership 'Mth international donors and nanonal NGOs. It has thus 
far not harnessed the considerable resources and contributions of the private sector. Costs of 
maintaining the cold chain and transporting staff and equipment might be IO'Ner if private sector 
companies. 'Mth already have trained staff and resources. were brought on board (EPI. 1993) - as 
long as quality controls are maintained and enforced. 

Khuda, Kane and Phillips ( 1997) raise the issue of community finandng, s;nce resource constraints 
'Mil require ways to ifll>rove cost recovery and the effidency of resource use in the public sector. 
The prindple of ·user-Pays· has apparently ·gained 'Mde acceptance in pnvate sector health care· 
(amongst those wtlo are able to pay), and the 'Mder introduction of health service charges (based 
on 'ability to pay') is forecast. It is interesting to note that USAID '.\111 be one of the main donors to 
the National Integrated Population and Heanh Program (NIPHP), to ~ implemented between 
1997 and 2004. NIPHP -w;u focus on the problems of EPI and family planning dropouts. improving 
service delivery to the underserved, and reaching 'non-users' of the health system (Khuda, Kane 
and Phillips, 1997). 

In 1991, EPI formed less than 4% of the national health and family planning budget (which was 
5.6% of the total budget). It 'M>Uid be interesting to see ...mat percentage of the health and family 
planning budget EPI secures CNer the comng years. What -Mil also be interesting to observe is 
the NIPHP. and its effect on the development of national health infrastructure. 

4. II - Cost Effectiveness of strategies 
The EPI in Bangladesh is currently implemented through three main strategies: fixed fadlities. 
outreach dinics and national c:arll>aigns. The cost and cost-effectiveness of each strategy 'Mil 
ciffer and to be finandally sustainable is irTfX)rtant to use the most effective and cost-effident 
combination of strategies. What is also ifllXl(tant to consider (espedalty wtlen considering the 
issue of community demand) is the cost effectiveness from the point of vi~ ·of the dient. Most 
cost-effectiveness studies 'focus on the cost of providing EPI rather than the cost to families of 
seeking immunization services' (Brenzel and Claquin, 1994). 

39Thc government's share of EPI costs had risen to 43% by 1995 (EPI, 1995}. 
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Brenzel and Claqum (1 994) conducted a senes of cost-effectiveness studies on immunization 
strategies from different Developing Countries. Although they do not look at Bangladesh 
spedfically'10• their findings have important Implications for the program here. By comparing the 
strateg1es used and results achieved, planners in Bangladesh >Mil know what problems to look out 
for. Comparing the cost effectiveness of strategies which seek the same outcome o.e. fully 
immunizing as many eligible children and mothers) >Mil enable planners to choose the best 
combination to readl the target population, given fixed (and scarce) resources (Brenzel, 1990). 

A cost effective strategy is one which maximizes the number of fully immunized children (FIC) 
using as few resources as possible. lrrrnunization is regarded as a cost effective means to 
lo~ng child mortality Since the unit cost of a vaccine is lower than the cost of treating the actual 
cisease. This is a somewhat artificial way to reason things since the total cost of a vaccination 
campaign is never only the combined cost of vaccines supplied. Total costs >Mil indude staff 
salaries. costs of running and maintaining transport systems, the cold dlain and buildings as well 
as eos1s incurred t:J.j the dient. Add to this the cost of sodal mobilization and awareness-building 
programs and the total is often a great deal higher. It is a governments' wllingness and (more 
Importantly) ability to bear these additional and recurring costs over an indefinite period which wll 
aeterrrvne the sustamability of a program. 

Vaccine procurement costs account for a significant proportion of the total cost of EPI in 
Bangladesh. If EPI1s to be sustained it is important to strengthen the govemmenfs ability to meet 
these costs as donor contributions dedine. The choice of strategy >Mil affect the cost of the 
program espeaaJiy since there can be as much as a threefold cfrfference in the cost of vaccine 
oepending on the strategy used - i.e. from fixed sites, outreach sttes or through national 
campaigns. e.g. NIDs (Feilden. 1990). 

Cost effectiveness is affected by a number of factors. Most important is the level of output, or 
number of chilcten and mothers covered. Economies of scale should lower costs as more children 
and mothers are immunized and EPI becomes better known to the population. In Bangladesh 
however due to the relaxing of social mobilization efforts, people. are still unaware of the 
irJl)Ortance of immunizations which means costs wll continue to be high given high dropout rates 
and nissed opportunities. Wrth falling coverage across the board for all antigens EPI is fadng 
serious problems in Bangladesh. 

Worker productivity (detemined by the training and support services available to staff) affects cost 
effectiveness of a program as do the technologies used. Brenzet and aaquin (1994) observed 
the use of inappropriate equipment in parts of Africa which were difficult to maintain and expensive 
to replace. EPI (1993} noted parts of the cold chain in Bangladesh were soon to be out of date 
and would require rep!aang (Jolef the next five to ten years. This is likely to be costly if not planned 
fOI' proper1y. 

Brenzel and Claquin (1994) show that fixed fadlities fully immunize more children than either the 
outreach or campaign strategies. They were found to be the most cost effective wth 'forty times 

•o;r,e ceiSl!riEm stu<ted were Tanzcria, Mauritania, Tlrtey, Btrtina Faso, Senegal, Cameroon, and the Phirtppines. 
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more children fulty 1rrrnunized by routine services m fixed fadlities. than by mob1le teams' (Brenzel. 
1990). A -Mder range of services was also provided at fixed fadlities. where dients rece1ved MCH 
care. family planning and nutri1ional advice. 

Smgle--intervention campaigns (NIDs which only proVIde OPV for exa!Tl'le} -.wre considered least 
cost effective. although the high cost per child may have been outv.eghed by the rapid increase in 
coverage rates. The NIDs in Bangladesh onty provide OP\1 and Vitanin A so their effectiveness in 
redudng Measles and other EPI ciseases 'Mll be limited. While campaign approaches may 
increase coverage rapidly they have been criticized for being costly and unsustainable. The 
'Vertical' nature of the strategy does not contribute to the development of a health infrastructure 
and 'in some countnes EPI activity fell bad< to earlier levels after a mass campaign, raismg 
questions about the sustainability of these strategies' (Brenzel. 1990}. Planners in Bangladesh 
should take note. 

Fmandal sustamability 't\111 depend on the extent to which the foreign exchange reqUJnng 
components (vaccine procurement. cold chain equ1pment etc.} can be met by the government. 
Counmes -Mth higher GNPs per capita -Mil be better able to finance costs. therefore 'EPI program 
and finanaal sustainab11ity may depend to a greater extent on national economic developmenr 
(3renzel and a aqum. 1994}. The GOB has maeased its share of total costs from 31% in 1991 to 
!3% m 1996 (Note et al. 1991; EPI, 1995b). 

Cost patterns icr each strategy need to be exarrined by planners. Salaries and wages 't\1 11 be a 
szable category ior all strategies. Rxed fadlity strategies v.1 11 have high cost for buildings, whereas 
carrq:>aign and outreach strategies 't\111 entail h1gher vehide. transport and vaccine costs, due to 
h1gher quantities of vacone wastage. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This paper set out to review the literature on irrrnunization and EPI in Bangladesh. It intended to 
lay out what is already known about irrrnunization and EPI in Bangladesh and the problems Which 
are likely to be faced. This final section reviews some of the main findings and discuss where EPI 
in Bangladesh may be heacing. 

What is dear frcrn the literature is that planners already know about the problems the EPI faces 
and their possible solutions. This may lead one to question the necessity of the Social Science 
and lrrmunization (SSI) study, since there are numerous stucies which seem to have done what 
the SSI study is currently doing. The main justification is that those stucies which take an in-depth 
look at the perceptions of peoples' l<nov.1edge, attitudes and practices Wth regard to irrrnunization 
were all conducted at least a csecade ago. The BRAC-ICDDR,B study v.1U allow us to see whether 
ex not perceptions and practices have changed. The study 'Mil enable planners to see if those 
'possible solutions' are v.o1<able in existing condtions and help them to redesign their program. 
One irf4)0rtant pdnt of the study is that it wll confirm whether or not cx:mnunity demand fcr EPI 
has in fact been increased by sodal mobilization and awareness raising activities. Given coverage 
is falling nationally the study -Mil help darify whether this fall is as a result of declining demand cr a 
faltering delivery system. 
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It emerged from the literature there is a variety of local names and terms fCX" the six EPI diseases. 
Some are descriptive of the symptoms of the disease. while others are linked to the perceived 
causes of the cisease - namely evil spirits or 'bad \\1nd'. 

Awareness about EPI and irrmunization varies for a number of reasons (more effective promotion 
by one health 'Mlri<er. for example) but kno'Medge of specifics (doses, 'Ntlich vaccines deal 'lt1th 
'Mlich diseases etc.) was poor. People were also undear when children should receive their 
injections. 

Demand fCX" immuniZation 'lt111 be affected by a series of factors involving the accessibility, 
availability, accsptabiltty and affordability of EPI to the dient. Supply and demand factors both 
affect EPI as they do the utilization of the health system as a whole. 

Oient attitudes to staff and service delivery were on the whole favourable although there were 
many instances where staff attitude to the dient was poor. Clients often complained about being 
shouted at by staff. Staff-dient relations not just for EPI but in the health system as a whole need 
to be improved and this is one area where planners should focus on for the future. 

Low coverage (and recently fall ing coverage) can be accounted for in part because of certain 
barriers to irrrnuntzation. These barriers prevent dients from receiving or wanting to receive 
Immunizations and exist in a nurT"'Or of forms. They indude economic (cost of travelling to the EPI 
site, losses in income, cost of vaccination cards etc.), sodal (the restricted mobility of 'NOmen and 
children. the belief in alternatives to immunization, the education- or lack of it - of parents etc.). 
geographic (hard to reach rural areas and traditionally neglected slum areas in cities) and 
systematic (problematic delivery of vaccines and vacdnators. unmotivated and untrained staff etc.) 
factors. To raise coverage and keep it raised planners 'lt111 have to ackno'Medge each of these 
barriers and deal 'lt1th them. 

Much of the literature focused on those fact()(S which affect immunization status; they exam ned 
the characteristics of corrmunities and areas which accounted for either higher or lower than 
average coverage. Each noted to ciffering degrees that place of residence. family income, level of 
education (particularly of roothers), distance between EPI site and house, contact and frequency 
of contact 'lith field and health workers, farrily size, birth order and sex of the chilcten affected 
irrrnunization status. 

Gender disairrination was seen to exist fa- irrrnunization status just as it does for other areas of 
life in Bangladesh. The cispartty in fully inmunized status between girts and boys was found to 
exist, 'Mth female chilcten consistently less likely to irrmunized than male children. Initial findings 
from the BRAC-ICODR,B study currently being conducted support this. 

Corrmunity partidpation in EPI in the fcx-m of community volunteers being involved in surveillance 
and registration activities. and health worl<ers informing and motivating mothers to get inmunized 
has continued. While there has been a scaling down of mass mobilization efforts, NGO and 
government health workers continue to involve 'the corrrnunity' as best they can. Partidpation 
continues to take afferent fc:m1s 'lt1th involving people more actively than others. 
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Fcr EPI to be a success it needs to adlieve and maintain a high level of coverage. According to 
many of the sources reviewed coverage rates in Bangladesh took a downturn in 1996 and are 
falling. This downturn, according to some, may have occurred as earty as 1994. If this is the case 
then one way to halt the fall rright be to start up the mass mobilization activities. As mentioned in 
the main review the best way to sustain demand for EPI (and therefore coverage) is to promote it 
constantly and actively. At present all that occurs are periodic reminde..-s in the form of National 
lrrrnunization Days. 

The potential for involving the private sector (medical and non-medea!) in EPI in Bangladesh has 
been discussed. The most important issue involves quality control and if private practitioners are 
to be involved 'Mth the delivery of vacdnes then there has to be some form of monitoring and 
ensuring that the quality and potency of vacdnes is maintained. 

It is dear the EPI in Bangladesh has begun to run into trouble. To blame the 'Mthdrawal of donor 
funds as the cause seems as if blame (and responsibility) is being passed on. The dedine of 
oonor contributions to EPI v.111 undoubtedy affect the sustainability of the program bu1 planners 
(both national and international) should and could have foreseen that donor money would not be 
available indefinitely. Sustamability should have been planned for from Day One and to start 
l)anning for a program's sustainability only when it begins to run into trouble is poor managemem 
and design. We may not be able to see into the fu1ure bu1 in many instances we can antiapate it. 

What direction should EPI take in Bangladesh? From the evidence and histories of other E0
1 

programs, one would suggest the program revamp its promotional activities to raise awareness 
(and demand) once again. Training for staff has already begun, 'Mth government v.ori<ers being 
instructed by NGOs on how to improve interpersonal skills. Incentives (better pay?) for good 
performance by health 'MJfkers and vacdnators rright improve individuals' motivation and then 
performance. Politicians ITDght (and this is dfficun for them) attempt to be less rhetorical in ther 
speeches. and act more. The fact that staff at the lnstitu1e of Public Heanh vacdne production 
labora1ory have not received their salaries for seven months and are having to resort to petitioning 
the Prime Mnister in person demonstrates tha1 bureaucratic and aCtninistrative red tape and 
inertia account for some disruption to the running of the program. To suggest changes to this 
system is nothing new and one is fully aware that effecting change is a great deal more difficun 
than suggesting it. 

The EPI aims to reduce and eradicate certain ciseases using immunization as the tool. It is not an 
inexpensive process and success is dependent on irTJ,XXtant complimentary inves1ments being 
made by the government to irJ1)fove 'Mder sodoeconorric conditions. Public health irrproverr,ents 
in Bangladesh \\111 not be sustained if EPI continues to re!y on outreadl sites. annual caTll'aigns. 
donor funds and magic bullets. Wondering abou1 the sustainability of any developmerrt program -
inducing the EPI - while poverty and the concitions which go 'Mth it remain untadded is merely 
'Mshful thinking. To rest on the laurels of the 'Near Mrade' is no longer sufficient. 
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every time, for one reason or another. the matter is buried'. Political commitment it appears does 
not run very deep or very long. 

The Government's most recent Rve Year Plan (for the period 1995 to 2000) contains a set of 
broad objectives for health development in Bangladesh. lnduded are improvements in the health 
status of the population. particularly chilcten: the consolidation and strengthening of primary 
health care and support services; the delivery of irrproved family planning and welfare services; 
the prevention and control of the six EPI aseases (inducing the elimination of Polio by 2000); 
i~oving the nutritional status of children and mothers; and the adequate production. supply and 
dstribution of essential drugs and vacdnes26. Importance 't\111 continue to be given to EPI, and ·an 
field level 'Mrters and their supervisory staff mducing doctors are to be fully involved, mobiliZed 
anc made ac::ountable for the effident and effective implementation of EPI' (EPI, 1995b'fZ'. 

Tc ensure the sustainability of EPI the government has to be committed to wider sodcreconomic 
development for the whole country. IIT111unizations may provide a cost-effective means to 
redudng the risks for children and pregnant mothers. bu1 on their own they are no guarantee of 
good health. The only way the health of the nation can be assured is by improving sodo
economc concitions. Poverty needs to be reduced and environmental changes - the provision of 
proper sanitation. housing and improvements in nutritional status - are necessary not only to 
elimnate the conditions in which dseases fester and spread but also to enable children to 
pnySically corr0a1 ill-health. To do this requires more than just shots in the arm, and is a task to 
'M'lich governments and poli1idans should be CCIIII itted (Reid, 1989). 

UNICEF (1995) prOVIdeS an account of its invdvement in Bangladesh and the role i1 played in EPI. 
by procuring vaccines and equipment for the cold chain. It details UNICEF's relationship with 
Bangladeshi NGOs like BRAC and the Grameen Bank. y.tth whom it continues to 'M>rk. 

Rotary International committed itself at the start of EPI to provicing funds for all Polio vacdnes until 
1993. It has extended this cormitment by agreeing to partially fund the Polio eradcation 
C3f'TVc2ign until 1997, assisting with the costs of soda! mobifrzation activities. USAID and UNICEF 
v.4ll also continue to finance social mobilization and awareness-raising activities. 

NGOs like BRAC and CARE have been invdved in EPI from the ou1set, demonstrating a 
sustained CCIIII ib 1ent to the provision of all forms of health care. Streefland and Chowdhury 
(1990) exarrine the long term role of NGOs in health care in Bangladesh, and point ou1 how they 
fill the considerable gap between the needs of the people and the low-quality care offered by the 
government. NGOs in Bangladesh train and invdve local people in their programs who in tum 
infoon others about effective, low-cost solutions to health problems2B. They have demonstrated 
their COI11Tlitment in the way they v.OO< with people. and it is mainly due to the efforts of NGOs and 

26For an rierestilg accwi af Bangladesh's ES6efiial Drugs Policy see ZafrWh Chowlluy (1996), The Poilics of 
E.sserti3l Drugs: The Mamqs of a Successful H~ Strategy - Lessons From Bangladesh. University Prea Linited, 
Dhaka. 
27EPI Project Proforma 1995-96 to 2000 prcMdes a breakdown of al est.mated costs of EPI f« Bangladesh, the 
corirbiions to be made from donor agencies, and the str<legies to be fobted by EPI fN« the next fNe years. 
28F« a good accoui of one NGO's campaig) to promote such an iiervertion see Chowdhury and Cash (1996), ·~ 
Sir"rpe SoUion: Teacting Millions to Treat Diarrtloea at Home', U!Worsly Press Lim~ed, Dhaka. 
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